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The Literature on the relationship of the Type A

behavior pattern (TABP) and coronary heart disease (CHD) is
reviewed to highlight the need to examine specific
components of the TABP that may be better predictors of CHD"

The research on the hostility component is reviewed and the

case for considering time urgency as a potentially irnportant

component j-s developed. Several recently developed measures

of t j-me urg'ency are described " The need to understand the

dimensionality of time urgency and the relations among the

different approaches to measuring this construct is
outl-ined. fn the present study groups of subjects scoring

high and low on a seJ-f-report Type A measure were

administered the Augmented Structured Interview (ASI) for
component assessment of the Type A behavior pattern, several

self-report measures of time urgency and rel-ated individual
difference variables, and a behavioral task to assess time

urgency. Behavioural observations during a t'waiting periodrl

were also made" Cluster analysis of the cases followed by

discriminate analysis of the variabl-es that differentiate
the clusters were used to identify how the characterj-stics

related to time urgency may be distributed in the

population 
"

Abstract
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Four clusÈers of individuals were identified includinqr

a group of time urgent Type B individuals and a group of
non-time urgent individuals. cluster analysis and factor
analysis of the variables vrere used to examine the

dimensionality of time urgency and related constructs. Time

urgent individuars were al-so found to perceive their time

urgent behavior as healthy and adapti-ve and as contributing
to an enhanced sense of control over their environment and

the reinforcements they derive from it.

l- l- l_
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A PSYCHOMETRTC EVALUATTON OF MEASURES OF THE
TÏME URGENCY COMPONENT OF THE TYPE A BEHAVTOTIR PATTERN

The Type A behaviour pattern (TABP) was defined by

Friedman (1,969), as an action-emotion complex exhibited by

individuals who engage in a relatively chronic struggle to
obtain an unlimited number of poorly defined things from

their environment in the shortest tirne and, if necessary,

against the opposition of other things or persons. It has

been identified as an independent risk factor for coronary

heart disease (CHD). (Rosenman, Friedman, Straus, Wurm,

Jenkins and Messinger | L966; Rosenman, Friedman, Straus,

Jenkins, Zyzanski & VÍurm, 1,970¡ Rosenman, Brand, Jenkins,

Friedman, Straus & Wurm, L975) . Glass (L977 ) identified
three characteristics that define the TABp: competitive

achievement striving, âil exaggerated sense of tine urgency,

and aggressiveness and hostility. The Type A pattern and its
opposite, Type B, represent the extremes of a continuum.

Type Brs are characterized by the absence of the behaviours

that typify Type Ars. They are relaxed and serene rather
than being chronicly wound up and constantry goar-oriented

and they lack the tine urgency of Type Ars. Both the above

definitions explicitly associate time urgency with Type Ars

and not Type Brs.



In recent years some studies have failed to support the

association between TABP and CHD (e.g., Ruberman, !,ieinblatt,
Goldberg & Chandbüry, 1984; Shekelle, Hulley, Neaton,

Bi1lings, Borhani, Gerace, Jacobs, Lasser, Mittlemark &

Stamler, l-985; Case, He11er, Case & Moss, l-985; Shekelle,

Gale & Norusis, i-985). These recent failures to support the

hypothesj-zed association have led researchers to question

either the validity of the Type A construct itself or the
predictive and concurrent validity of the various global

measures of the TABP or both the construct and the global

measures. These failures have also led to search for
specific active components.

Although an exaggerated sense of time urgency has long

been considered one defining characteristic of the TABP

(Friedman, L969), it has been given relatively Little
attention in most of the recent literature that has focussed

on individual components as predictors of CHD. Instead, much

of the recent attention has been directed at measuring the

hostility component using both the structured rnterview (sr:
Rosenman, 1-978) and self-report scales. Al_though there is
evidence that relates measures of hostility to CHD (e.g.,
Vtill-iams, Haney, Lee, Kong, Blumenthal & Vühalen, L980¡

Shekelle, Gale, Ostfeld & Paul , 1-983¡ Barefoot, Dahlstrom &

Wil-liarns, 1-983¡ Blumenthal, Barefoot, Burg & VüilJ_iams,

1-987) , the contributj-on of the time urgency component has

not been adequately studied. In part, this is due to the

inadequate measures of time urgency. Wright (1988) has



argued that time urgency may yet be shown to be a component

of the TABP that contributes to the development of CHD.

lrlright and schmidt-wal-ker (l-990), Mccurdy and vtright (l-986)

(cited in Vüright, 1988), and Landy, Restegary, Thayer &

col-vin (l-989) have developed new measurement instruments to
assess this characteristic more fuIly than was done by

either the SI or the Jenkins Activity Survey for health
prediction (JAS: Jenkins, Rosenman & Friedman, 1,967¡

Jenkins, Rosenman & Zyzanski, L972).

Given the renewed interest in the measurement of time

urgency there is a need to assess the validity of these

measures and to evaluate the dinensionality of the time

urgency construct. Such work is necessary prior to an

assessment of the cHD risk associated with tirne urgency. The

present research is concerned with the psychometric

evaluation of recently developed measures of time urgiency.

The following sections summarize the major developments

in the study of the Type A behaviour pattern (TABP) and its
rel-ation to cHD. specifically, the established measurement

approaches used to assess TABP and the major findings of the
research investigating the association between g1oba1

measures of the TABP and cHD will be examined. The evidence

for an association between hostility and cHD will also be

discussed. The rationale for considering tirne urgency and

chronic activation as potential independent risk factors for



CHD will be presented. A description of the measures

currentl-y available to assess these aspects of the TABP wil1
be described. Lastly, the need to investigate the

dirnensionality of time urgency and related concepts will be

explained. The necessity to discover the psychometric

properties of the instruments that purport to measure

aspects of tirne urgency will be discussed with reference to
the issues of discriminant and convergent validity.

Global Assessment of the lype A Behaviour Pattern

The global assessment of the Type A behaviour pattern

originated as a classification procedure. The measures

discussed below are among those used for this purpose.

The originaL Structured Interview was developed by

Rosenman and Friedman (Rosenman, Friedman, Straus, Jenkins,

Zyzanski- and Wurrn, 1-964¡ Rosenman, L978) to assess the

behaviour pattern of the subjects in the Western

Collaborative Group Study (I^ICGS) . According to Rosenman

(1978, p. 55), rrThe assessment of the TABP depends on two

factors: (1) the exhibition of this behaviour pattern by the

subject and, (2) the ability of the interviewer and/or

assessor to observe and properly judge the characteristics
that comprise thís behavioural syndrome an effective
intervier^¡er or assessor must be able to t bring out t the Type

A behaviour in an individuaÌ whose characteristics are 1ess

overt.rr The SI is, according to Rosenmanr ân empirical_

instrument in that the assessment is based on the extent to



which the features that define the syndrome are observed. As

Rosenman (L978) notes, the SI is not truly objective and

does not provide numerical quantification. Categorical

agreement with the Sf has been reported at 842 by Jenkins,

Rosenman, and Friedman (1-965), 83.3å by Belmaker, po1lin,

Jenkins, and Brensike (1,976), 792 by Friedman, Hel_l_erstein,

Jones, and Eastwood (l-968), 75 to 772 by Caffrey (l-968),

83.5å by the Multiple Risk Factor fntervention Trial Group

(1-977 ) and 87å by Schucker and Jacobs (t977).

In the intervj-ew itseLf the subject is asked

approximately 25 questions dealj-ng with ambition,

competÍtiveness, and time urgency. The interviewer
purposefully asks the questions in a manner intended to
evoke signs of impatience, aggressi-veness, competj_tiveness

and time urgency. The tone and manner of the respondentrs

ansvrers influence the ctassification at l-east as much as

their content. General appearance, body movements, explosive

speech stylistics also contribute to scoring. One of four
classifications is assigned: Ai- (fully developed A) i A2

(incomptetely developed A) ì B2 (incompletely developed B)

and Bl- (fully developed B) . About Loeo of the popuration fal-l
between A2 and 82 and are identified as Type X. The Aj-

typically reacts and speaks quickly, enunciates words

emphatically, and anticipates what will be said next. At-rs

get irnpatient with sl-ow speech and hesitation. They are said

to show a craving for control over others and for



recognition, a strong attraction to competition and to be

compulsively goal-oriented. They are said to be easily
angered by people or objects they perceive to be in the way

of goal attaj-nment.

Since one-to-one interviewing is costly both to
adrninister and to score, attempts to develop more cost-
effective measures of the TABP have been ongoing for over

twenty years. The earliest and most studied such measure is
the Jenkins Activity Survey for health prediction (JAS:

Jenkins, Rosenman & Friedman, l-967 ¡ Jenkins, Rosenman &

Zyzanski , 1,972) .

The JAS is a S4-item seJ-f-report questionnaire measure

that yields continuous scores on the A-B dimension. The A-B

scale consists of 21- items. Scoring is based on optimal

weightings generated from a series of discrirninant function
analyses predicting the SI classifications of 1arge groups.

of male subjects in the WCGS (Jenkins, Rosenman and

Zyzanski, i-97L) .

Three factor analysis derived scales have been

identified. as: Speed. and Impatience (S); Hard Driving (H);

and Job rnvolvement (J). These factors have been found to be

poor predictors of CHD (Jenkins, Rosenman & Zyzanski, Lg74í

Brand, Rosenman, Jenkins, Sholtz & Zyzanski, i-986).

Agreement between the JAS and the SI was reported to be

72.42 by Jenkins et â1, 797L. Matthews (L7BZ) has noted that
this is only about 2QZ above chance agreement and even

6



Jenkins (Jenkins, Rosenman and zyzanski, Lg74) acknowledged

that the JAS miscrassifies too many subjects to justify its
use in crinical settings. This is consistent with the
conclusion of Byrne, Rosenman, schiller, and. chesney (l_9g5)

that the SI is the measure that best fits the Type A

construct. Rosenman, swan and carmelli (i-gBB) account for
the less than impressive correlations between the sr and

most serf-report measures of the TABP (see Matthews, tglz
for a thorough review) by noting that serf-report measures

are concerned mainly with the individualrs perception of
attitudes, attrì-butes, and activities and do not capture the
speech stylistics (e.g. explosive or pressured speech) and.

psychomotor behaviours (e.9. hyperactivity) that are an

essential part of the assessment of the TABp.

Framingham Tvpe A Sca1e

Another self-report measure that has been used as a
globa1 measure of the TABP is the Framingham Type A scale
developed for the Framingharn Heart study (Haynes, Feinleib &

Kannel, 1-980). It consists of ten Likert scale and true-
farse items. ït has not been used as extensivery as the JAS

or the Sf.

7



A more recently developed measure of the TABp is the
survey of lrlork styles (sws: Jackson & Mavrogiannis, LggT).

More than just a global measure of the Type A pattern, it is
a 96-item multidinensional measure developed using a
construct approach (Jackson, L971-¡ Wiggins, L973) to scale

construction. It consists of six content scales and a

seventh scale (Scale A) empirically selected to relate to
the SI. The six content scales are labeled: Impatience,

Anger, blork Involvement, Time Urgency, Job Dissatisfaction
and Competitiveness. The definitions of the content scales

are presented in Tab1e 1. The SWS has been f ound t,o

correctly classify 832 of SI-defined Type A managers

(Mavrogiannis, Jackson & Howard, 1-987), which was better
than either the JAS (Jenkins et al, t97L) or the FTAS

(Haynes et aI, l-980).

Survey of Work Stvles



Table 1 Survey of l,Iork Stvles Subscales

Intolerance of time delays,
anything that hinders
desired progress.

Impatience

Oners propensity to become
antagonized, resulting in an
emotional excitement char-
acterized by an evj-dent
display of feãtings (flushed
cheeks, accelerated heart
rat,e) , and a desire or
intent to punish or seek
revenge.

Anqer

I{ork Involvement

Preoccupation with oners
work or job, to the
exclusion of oners
recreational or social
activities.

Job Dissatisfaction

Preoccupation with vocation-
aI deadlines and similar
pressures, resulting in
hurried, abrupt motor mann-
erisms and style.

Time Urcrencv

Absence of positive emo-
tional state resulting from
the appraisal of oners job
on the following dimensions:
coworker friendliness and
competence,
styles working eonditions,
recognition, opportunities
f or promotion, and v¡ork
difficulty and control of
work activities.

Competitiveness

Tendency to struggle to win
over others in order to
achieve recognition, or ob-
tain a ttprizett even in non-
competitive situatj-ons.

supervi-sory



Research on the Global Type A Behaviour pattern

Early findings: Type A and Coronary Heart Disease

Predictive Val ìditw

The i¡Iestern collaborati-ve Group study (wccs) (Rosenman,

Friedman, Straus, Jenkins, Zyzanski and I,Iurm, Lg64) vras a

double-brind, prospective, longitudinar investigation that
studied a sampte of 3,524 men aged 39 to 59 over a period of
8 '/, years. The Type A/Type B behaviour pattern vras

assessed using the SI and the intervier¡rers did not
participate in the subsequent diagnosis of the presence or
absence of cHD. The cardiologists had no knowledge of the
behaviour pattern of the subjects or of any other risk
factors for cHD. Data r,/ere collected at intake and annually

over eight to nine years from the 3,L54 subjects who

completed the study.

The j-ncj-dence of CHD after 2 '/ , and. 4 t / , years

(Rosenman, Friedman, Straus, Wurm, Jenkins and Messinger,

L966; Rosennan, Friedman, Straus, Jenkins, Zyzanski & lrlurm,

1-970) showed that healthy Type Ats at intake had a L.7 to
6.0 times greater risk of cHD than did the type B's with the
greater risks found for the younger subjects. Even after
controlling for traditional risk factors such as fanily
history or serum cholesterol 1evels, the relationship still
he1d. fn the final follow-up report (Rosenman, Brand,

Jenkins, Friedman, Straus & Wurm, I7TS) it was concluded

L0



that more than twice as many Type Ars as Type Bts had

developed new cases of CHD. Further, Type Ats with CHD at
intake r^¡ere five times more likely to have a second heart
attack than Type B's with cHD. This study provided the first
epidemiological evidence that the TABp is an independent

risk factor for CHD.

Jenkins, Rosenman and Zyzanski (I974) adninistered the
JAS to 2750 subjects from the WCGS during the last four
years of that study and found that those in the top third on

the A-B scale had a 7.7 times greater incidence of new cHD 4

years later than did those in the lower third. They also

found a significant, continuous positive relationship
between JAS scores and incidence of CHD. The factor-
analytically derived H, s, and J scales failed as predictors
of CHD.

Further evidence of the predictive validity of the TABP

rÀias provided by the Framingham Heart Study (Haynes et a1,

L980). ft incl-uded L,674 subjects (both males and females)

between the ages of 45 and 65 from both white-collar and

blue-co1lar occupations who were free of cHD at intake. The

results of that study showed that Type A behaviour as

measured by the Framingham Type A scale (FTAS) was an

independent predictor of CHD in members of both sexes

1_1



Concurrent validitv: Deqree of atherosclerosis

Support for the concurrent validity of the TABp was

provided by a study by Blumenthal, !,7i1liams, Kong, Thompson,

Jenkj-ns and Rosenman (i,975). This was a doubre btind study
on 156 patients referred for angiography at Duke university
Medical Center. Subjects were classified as Type A/Type B

using the structured interview. Of the 72 who showed at
least 75å narrowing of at least one coronary artery, 59 or
82å were Type Afs. of the 70 patients without significant
CHD, 44 or 63å were Type Brs. The overall severity of CHD

r¡ras significantly greater in Type Ats than in Type Brs. This
supports the observations of Friedman and Rosenman (l-9s9)

and Rosenman and Friedman (L961) that Type AL mal-e and

femal-e subjects showed significantly higher serum

cholesterol levels than did Type Blrs and simirar findings
by Rosenman et aI (1966) in the younger subjects (39 49

years) in the !'ICGS.

The failure of G1oba1 Tvpe A

t2

Recent prospective epidemiological studies and cross-
sectional studies of patients undergoing coronary

angiography have repeatedly failed to find significant
associations between TABP and various ind.ices of CHD

(Matthews & Haynes, L986). Neither the Sf or the JAS

predicted new or recurrent events in the prospective

epidemiological studies, particurarly when the samples were

already at greater risk of developing cHD. rn considering



these negative findings, it is necessary to consider v¡hether

rnethodologicar problems may have contributed to the failure
to confirm previous findings. Friedman (r-988) has reviewed

this literature and has identified several potentiarry
serious flaws in the design or execution of some of these

studies.

Prospective Studies

One major study that failed to confirm the I^ICGS results
was the Multiple Risk Factor rntervention Trial (MRFrr) that
followed L2,700 men, who v/ere cHD-free at j-ntake, for seven

years. rt found no relationship between TABP and incid.ence

of CHD whether TABP was assessed. using the JAS or the SI

(Sheke11e, Hu11ey et al, t-985) . Sinilar results (using only
the JAS) were found in the Aspirin Myocardial rnfarction
study (Shekelle, Gale & Norusis, l-985) of a sample of 2,O7O

males and 244 femares aged 29-69 who were folrowed for three
years foll-owing their first heart attack. These Type A

patients had no greater risk of a second MI or coronary

death than did Type B men. The Multicentre post-rnfarction

Program study (Case, He1ler, Case and Moss (i-9g5) that
studied approximately 449 male and gg female patients who

compreted the JAS within two weeks of their release from

intensive care following an acute Mr found no relationship
between the TABP and subsequent mortality. Although the
populations in these studies were already at higher risk for

13



cHD than those in the I^fccs, these negative f ind.ings suggest

that there are problems with the way in which coronary-prone

behaviour has been defined and/or measured. problems wiÈh

measurement accuracy (both validity and. reliability) can

often be traced to inadequacies in the way the

characteristic has been conceptualized. Aftanas (1995)

identified this as a problem in denotabilityr ârr early and

important step in the process of measurement.

Friedman (l-988) and Scherv¡itz (1-988) have enumerated

several serious methodological weaknesses in the ¡{RFII study

that are worth noting. The full sample was initially
assessed using a questionnaire that did not assess the free-
froating hostility component that is a rnajor component of
the TABP. Recognízing this weakness, the authors assembred a

set of questions based on those used in the wccs. As noted

by scherwitz the interviev/ers used in the MRFrr study had

less training and experience with cHD patients and could not
be monitored closely or taught in person for logistical
reasons. Although shekelle, Hu1ley et al (i-985) insist their
interviewers were central-ly trained and approved by Dr.

Rosenman, Friedman reports that most of the training was

done by two nonprofessionar cl-erks who had been ernployed by

hin at the Brunn rnstitute in san Francisco. one of these

had never been employed as an interviewer and the other he

considered unable to function cred.ibly in that capacity.

L4



Scherwitz (1-988) in comparing the ¡{RFIT interviewers to
those from the wcGS, found that those from the wcGS took
more time to develop rapport and interviews took an average

of l-3.6 minutes versus 8.7 for the ¡{RFrr. The wccs

interviewers asked more questions overalrr ârt average of g2

versus 60 and they used more follow-up questions that
encouraged subjects to answer at length, evaluating their
feelings, thoughts and actions more deeply. The I'GS
intervi-ewers also used on average more non-scripted
verbalizations that were made directly in response to what

the subject had said. They waited longer after the subject
answered before asking their next question (1.84 versus .gg

seconds) and J-nterrupted an average of only four times per
intervier¡/ compared to seven times in the ¡{RFïT despite the
greater length of the I^icGS interviews. rn f act the shortest
wccs interview was longer than the longest MRFrr interview!
of the ¡{RFrr interruptions ¡ 49eo involved asking the next
(unrelated) question whereas onry 322 of such interruptions
were observed in the WCGS interviews. According to
scherwitz, The effect of such rrruder interruptions was that
subjects stopped expressing their feelings and started
giving minimal answers to subsequent questions

Friedman (1988) argues that the very differences noted

by scherwitz highright the difference between a crinical
assessment done by a caring, interested person and a ilhuman

questionnaire.rr Friedman asserts that clinical assessment

whether in medicine or psychotherapy requires more listening
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and thoughtful probing that is accomplished by rattring off
a prescribed set of questions in rapid succession. To get a

useful sample of the subjectrs behaviour, Friedman says thaÈ

subjects must be made to feer that the person asking the
questions realIy wants to know what the interviewee thinks
and feels. This is true whether the scoring' is based on the
content of the ansr¡/ers alone or on a combination of content
and speaking style.

The Case et al_ (l_985) study was another prospective
study that disconfirmed the TABP-CHD relationship. They

found that JAS-defined Type A post-infarction subjects had

no greater mortality than did Type Brs. This study was

widely publicized in the media as havingi exposed the 'lmyth
of Type A. I' This study was probrematic in that the JAS fails
to measure the hostility component. rn addition the use arly

questionnaire that questions critically iIl patients about

excessive competitive drive, aggressiveness and impatience

wourd be unlikely to yield varid resurts. These authors

reported that for 4oz of the subjects there were no JAS

questionnaires availabre when the research materials were

collected. They explained the loss of 4oz of the distributed
JAS questionnaires to lack of fluency with the English
language. They based this explanation on retrospective
reports one to three years after the fact frorn an

unspecified number of the nurses involved at the nine
hospitars. A 40å illiteracy rate does not seem reasonable in
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a sample the authors clairned to be representative of the
American population given that among the j-,065 subjects in
the Recurrent coronary prevention project (Rcpp: Friedman,

Thoresen, GilI, Ulmer, powe11, price, Brown, Thompson,

Rabin, Breal1, Bourg, Lewy & Dixon, 1996) not one $/as unabre

to complete the forms they were given. The ratter sampre was

drawn from an urban population with at least as many non-

white minorities as the cities from which the case et ar
(l-985) sarnp]-e was drawn (Friedman, l_988) . fn addition, the
coronary mortality among those whose JAS questionnaires r¡/ere

unavailable was twice that of those for whom JAS scores were

available.

Friedman (1-988) also points out that many of the
subjects in the i^iccs who were classified as Type B in t-960

and 796r hrere those who exhibited hostility and severar

physicar signs that were later recognized as indicating the
presence of the TABP. rf they had been evaluated according

to current criteria, Friedman sugg'ests over gsz of those who

subsequently died of clinical cHD would have been diagnosed

as Type A.

The rnost recent follow-up of the prospective $ICGS study
(Ragland, Brand & Rosenman, 1986; Ragland & Brand, 19gB)

evaruated the long-term health outcomes of the subjects from

that study. The results show that despite the significant
prediction of CHD at the end the 8'/, years, the effect
size diminished over lqnger periods. one criticism of this
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follow-up has to do with the failure to reassess subjectst
A/B status. Thus the probrems in crassification resulting
from a fairure to recognize the importance of hostility
alluded to above, and the possibility that their Tlpe A/B

status could have been modified in the longer intervening
interval (i.e., 1960 to 1986) could account for the

dirninished effect size of the follow-up.

Lastly, Friedrnan (L988) raises a somewhat tangential
but j-nteresting question concernj-ng the Ragland et al (1988)

study. fn L982-1983 these authors reported on the vital
status of all but 38 of the 3,754 subjects who entered the

WCGS in Lg6O-ag6L. Given that at the 4'/, year follow-up
all but 45 (on1y 98.62) could be l-ocated (Rosenman,

Friedman, Straus, $Iurm, Jenkins and Messinger, L966) and

after A L/2 years, all but 2Zg (only TZ.BZ) could be traced
(Rosenman, Friedman, Straus, Jenkins, Zyzanski & Wurrn, l-gTO)

it is hard to understand how after 22 years and 1-4 years of
no crinicar contact Ragland et a1 (L988) were able to locate
98.8å of the cohort rnainly by telephone or postcard.

Friedman's point is that the results reported by Ragland and

colleagues are hard to believe and may be suspect.
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Cross-sectional Studies

Turning to the cross secÈional studies, the results
show that at least with younger angiography patients, sr
defined Type A behaviour is a significant predictor of cHD,

whereas among patients over 55 SI-defined Type Brs have

significantly more severe cHD (l{irrians, Barefoot, Haney,

Harrell, Blumenthal, Pryor & peterson, L9g6). Two

concrusions can be drav¡n from these f indi-ngs. The f irst is
that there is an opposite relationship between Type A/Type B

classification and severity of cHD for younger and order
patients. This may be explained as a survival effect. That

is, Type Ats who are at greater risk for CHD when younger

are less likeIy to live to be over b5. The Type B's in the
older group then, have a greater risk for CHD than the
surviving Type Ars. The second conclusion is drawn from the
finding that the JAS showed no relation to cHD risk amongr

angiography patients regardless of age. As Williams and

Barefoot (1988) correctly point out, many of the negatì-ve

studies (e.9., Dimsdale, Hackett, Block & Hutter, L97g¡

Dimsdale, Hackett, Hutter, Block, Catanzano & White, 1,g7gì

Krantz, Schaeffer, Davia, Dembroski, MacDougal1 & Shaffer,
L98l-; Scherwitz, McKeÌvain, Laman, L983; Bass & lrlade, L992¡

Kornitzer, Magotteau, Degre, Kittel, Struyven & van Thie1e,

L982) cited by Matthews and Haynes (t_986, Table S, p. 942-

945) either used sampres too smalr to have adequate power to
detect the effect of TABP on cHD or used questionnaire

measures of TABP that showed no effect even with large
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samples such as the Duke university (I.Iílrians et, aI, L986)

study. Nevertheless, the effect size, even in that study,
was relatively small.

Matthews and Haynes (i-986) and Haynes and Matthews

(1-988) suggested that population-based studies support the
contention that the TABP is a risk factor for cHD whereas

studies of high-risk individuals do not. They base this
conclusion on the negative results of the shekelle, Hulrey
et ar (1985) and the case et at (i-985) studies discussed

above. Given the serious methodorogj-cal problems with these

studies enumerated by Friedman (i-g8g), one must question the
soundness of the conclusion that high-risk studies
disconfirm the TABP-CHD Iink.

one frequent conclusion that has been drawn from the
negative findings in recent research is that global measures

of TABP are not sufficiently specific to be good. predictors
of CHD (e.9., Siegiman, Dembroski & Ringel , I7BT; Hecker,

chesney, Brack & Frautsch, L988, Dembroski & costa, LggT).

rn other words it is necessary to d.istinguish betv¡een TABP

and coronary-Prone Behavj-our (wirliams & Barefoot, j-988).

This distinction recognizes that the TABP consists of
multipre components, not arI of which are coronary prone.

some may in fact be protective while perhaps only a smalr

number are rrtoxicr' (Dembroski, MacDougall, shields, pettito
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& Lushene, 7978) . Globa1 measures of TABp may be thought of
as containing considerabre amounts of tnoiset besides the
coronary-prone 'f signal" (Williarns & Barefoot, t_998).

one component that has received much recent attention
as a potential risk factor for CHD is hostility (e.g.,
Siegrman et al , L987, Dembroski et aI , 1-987, Hecker et aI,
1988). The argument (Dernbroski & Williams, L9B9) that the

hostility/anger component is the rmajort if not the tonlyr

coronary-prone element is based largely on studies that used

the JAS and/or the SI (Wright, t_gBB). The scoring of both

these measures is strongly influenced by the presence of
signs of anger/hostility. Another reason for singling out

hostility was the assumption that the speed and impatience

component and the job involvement component have social
utility (i.e., they are reinforced in the personrs

environment) and wourd be difficult to nodify although the

anger and hostility components are potentially maladaptive

and might be modifiable (Ivancevitch & Matteson, t_gBB).

Measurement of hostilitv

Hostility

2L

Cook-Medley Ho Scale.

Duke University have been

(Cook & Medley, 1-954) as a

consists of 50 MMpf items.

Blumenthal & Whalen (1990)

!{ill-ians and the research team at
using the Cook-Medley Ho scale

measure of hostility. That scale

Wi11iams, Haney, Lee, Kong,

evaluated the relationship



between the severity of coronary artery disease (cAD) and

both sr-based assessment of the TABp and Ho-based hostility
scores. Both \^/ere f ound to correlate signif icantly with cAD

severity in a sample of 424 maLe and femare patients. The

effect size for Ho was larger than for the TABP. This was a

case of a questionnaire measure showing a stronger effect
than the interview-based global measure of Type A behaviour.

This led this group of researchers to conclude that
hostility is the only cornponent of the TABP that is
coronary-prone. Another equally plausible interpretation is
that the sr-based gIobal Type A measure taps both coronary
prone components (of which hostility may be but one) and

other non-coronary components (such as characteristic motor

components). The error variance contributed by the non-

coronary components may v¡eaken the predictive validity of
the globa1 Type A measures. rt seems premature to discard.

aIl- other aspects of the TABP just because one component has

been shown in some studies to be a better predictor than the
global measure. Based on clinical observation, Vfright

argues, rrthat either there are two active ingredients (anger

and time urgency) or that these are separate manifestations
of a single phenomenon.rr (Wright., 1988, p. 4)
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one advantage of using the Ho scare was that it enabled

researchers (shekerle, Gale et aI, 1983) to use data that
had previously been coLl-ected. using the data collected on

1-,877 men in the western Electric study, it was found that



among those with hiqh Ho scores, the CHD mortality rate
after ten years v¡as significantry higher than for those with
the low Ho scores. Barefoot, Dahlstrom and lrlilliarns (1993)

in a study of 255 physicians who had completed the Ho scale
25 years earlier while in rnedical- school, found that those

who scored above the median had a four- to five-fold higher
CHD event rate than those at or below the sample median.

Thus Ho scores have been found to correlate highly with cAD

severity in cross sectional studies and to be predictive of
increased cHD rates in both young and niddle-aged men over

follow-up periods of 25 years.

siroilar survival effects to those noted by williarns et
ar (1988) were observed with the research usj-ng the Ho data

in that the effect size was larger in the study of the
physicians (Barefoot et aI, 1983) than among the $testern

Electric Study (Shekelle et aI, L9B3) subjects.

SI-based hostil-itv measures. Matthews, Glass, Rosenman

and Bortner G977) used a component scoring system derived

from an approach originally developed by Bortner (Bortner &

Rosenman, 1967) to reanaryze interviews from the wcGS. They

found that some components (e.g., cornpetitive drive,
Potential for Hostility and impatience) v¡ere more predictive
of cHD than others. The component scoring system was further
developed by Dembroski and associates (Dernbroski, L97g¡

Deinbroski & MacDougalr , 1983, L9B5) . rt provides ratings of
speech stylistics such, as loudness, explosiveness, rapidity
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and acceleration, and response latency. rt arso provídes a

measure of Potential for Hostility (poHo), the relatively
stable tendency to react with psychological and/or
behavioural responses indicative of anger, irritation,
dísgust, contempt, and resentment to a broad range of
frustration-j-nducing events. This component scoring system

also measures ang'er-inr ân anger-coping style characterized
by an inability or unwilringness to confront the source of a

frustration.

Unlike the self-report Ho scale, the poHo is
conceptuarty based on overt behavioural responses. rt is
distinct from anger that is a basic emotion. rt is arso

distinct from the cynicar mistrust attitude measured by the
Ho scale. The significant but modest correlation between Ho

and PoHo reported by Dembroski and MacDougal (l-985) confirrns

that the concepts are not identical. williams and corLeagues

continue to study the subcomponents of each of these

measures.

Dembroski and Macdougall (L985) reanalyzed, l-31 taped

SIs from the Vtilliams et aI (l-990) sample and found a
significant positive correlation between poHo and anger-in
and cHD severity even after controrling for age, sex and

traditional- risk factors. À similar reanalysis of sr data
from the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) study

(Dimsdale, Hackett, Hutter, Block, catanzano, & white | 1-g7g)

by MacDougall, Dembroshi, Dimsdale & Hackett (19g5) also
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found a signíficant positive correration between poHo and

anger-in and cHD severity. Both these studj-es found that
globalry defined TABP was not significantly related to cAD

severity. Matthews et aI (1-977) found. that poHo and anger-
out (not anger-in) predicted cHD. The apparent contradiction
concerning anger-in versus anger-out between the Matthews et
al (L977) and the MacDougalt et al (1985) may be explained
(lvilliarns and Barefoot, 1989) by considering that those with
more severe CHD (and associated chest-pain) T¡/ere frequently
adrnonished to learn to inhibit the expression of anger and

avoid emotional upsets.

The MacDougall, Dembroski, Dimsdale & Hackett (j-gg5)

study, also found a significant negative correration between

the severity of cHD and the time pressure component that
presumabry measures an aspect of time urgency. williams and

Barefoot (1988) interpret this l-ast finding to mean that
after controlling for hostility, tne retationship between

time pressure as indicated by rrenthusiastict speech and

speed in accomplishing goals and CHD may be negative,

suggesting that such a characteristic may be protective
rather than trtoxic.rr Another expranation is that this narrovr

definition of time pressure may not capture all or even most

of what is referred to by the notion of time urgency. This

concept and its definition are discussed more ful1y in a

later section.
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Thus, it may be concluded that research has shown that
Èhe hostility component is associated with cHD risk. rt is
important to note, however, that these results do not
clearry indicate what aspects of hostirityr €rs measured by

the Ho scare, are related to the deveropment of cHD. À stud.y

examining the psychological correlates of hostility as

measured by the Ho scale (B1urnenthal, Barefoot, Burg and

williarns, ]-987) suggests that the Ho scale taps four general

dimensions including anger and hostility, coping styles,
neuroticism and soeial rnaladjustment. Given the

multidinensionality of this measure, the concl-usion that
hostiliÈy is the only rrtoxicrr component requires refinement
since some dimension of hostility may be more important than

others. our knowredge about the causal mechanisms by which

the components of the TABP infruence the risk of cHD is
stil1 inadequate; as a result, it is possible that
components other than hostility may play a causal rore in
the development of CHD.

Time urqency
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As noted above, in a recent theoreticar article, I.iright
argued that there are at least two active ingredients
involved in the link between the TABp and cHD, narnely anger

and time urgency. Time urgency and. chronic activation,
Wright suggests, represent an aggressive approach to tasks

whil-e anger/hostility represents an aggressive interpersonar
approach. The responseg at the neuroendocrine revel may be



indistinguishable and the outward expression of them share

many similar observabl-e features incruding facial grirnaces,

dramatic movements, forceful speech, shorL response

latencies, frequent sighing, repetitive movements, intense
and humourless facial expressions and a distinctive wide-
eyed look. wright states that anger itserf may frequently be

secondary to time urgency. For example, time delays,

interruptions and other time-related. obstacres to getting
things done (such as slow drivers or long queues) may be

responsibre for the anger frequently observed in Type A's.

Defining time urcrency

According to wrightts (r-9BB) definition, time urgency

is not concern over large amounts of time. The person who

says rrI,if e is so short and there t s so much f want to
accornplish" is not necessarily tine urgent. Time urgency is
concern about saving reratively sma1I amounts of tiine (often
measured in minutes or seconds). For example, a driver who

plans a route within the city to minimize delays who wirl
nonetheless change the route to avoid waiting at a right or
for heawy traffic to proceed, demonstrates time urgency. rn
fact, time urgency is best defined by reference to such

behavi-oura1 examples. A related concept is Chronic

Activation. This is defined as a tendency to stay keyed-up

or active for most of the day, every day. Multiphasiar oE

being multiphasic refers to the tendency to work on more

than one task at once, such as reading while in the
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bathroom. These three

Wright and associates

in a hospital setting.

Measurincr time urcrencv

rn order for time urgency to be properly evaruated. as a
risk factor in cHD, valid and reriable measures of this
construct are required. the terms trvaridrr and rrreliabre, are

each commonry used to refer to several distinct aspects of
measurement accuracy (Aftanas, 1995). Therefore the issue of
measurement accuracy must be dj-scussed at this juncture so

that issues to be addressed in the present study can be

clearly explained.

If tirne urgency is to be useful, it woutd be best to
know if it is unidimensi-onal or multidimensi-onal. rf it is
multidimensionar and there are a few underlying dimensions,

then these must be identified and methods of measuring them

must be devised.

Assessing measurement accuracv. To discuss the concept

of measurement accuracy, it is necessary to introduce a

brief summary of a relativery new theory of measurement

developed by Aftanas (i-985, t_9BB). This theory of
measurement considers not onry what is being measured, but
also what it is that actually does the measuring. This

approach identifies the four components of the measurement

process, provides a useful typology of seven cateqories of

related characteristics were noted by

in their work with coronary patients
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measurement situations and provides a framework for
evaluating measurement accuracy.

The measurement process includes a complex series of
events that can be analyzed into four components, alÈhough

in practice one or more of them may not be separable as

distinct steps. The first component of the measurement

process is called denotability, the process by which the
property of interest is specified. Before measurement can

occur it must be possible to designate the extent of the
property. The second component is what Aftanas call_s

identífying the standard system. This involves specifying
what will be used to refrect the magnitudes of the property.
The thÍrd component is deriving metric information
(numerical quantification) from the assessment provided from

the standard system. The last component is to assess

measurement accuracy.

Aftanas (l-988) identifi-es seven categories of applied
measurement. The first three categories are termed

elementary standard systems because the human being is the
standard system. Each of these categories involves a
different task for the human standard system. category one

is the elementary assessment of stimuli. rt consists of
situations in which a human observer estimates the magnitude

of a stimulus property or a non-behavioural attribute of
another organism. category two is the elementary assessrnent

of overt behaviour. This involves the human standard system
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directly observing behaviour that may be counted or
dimensionalized in some !/ay. Category three is the
assessment of latent attributes. This involves the human

standard system makíng inferences about latent attributes of
another person from that personrs behaviour.

The next two categories are termed devised standard

systems. They are constructed by psychologists to denote and

determine magnitudes of certain characteristics of
individuars. category four is the devised assessment of
ability and achievement. These are typicarly murti-itern
tests. category five j-s the devised assessment of behaviour.
The standard system is a physical instrument that reflects
or records the magnitude of some behaviour as in
electrophysiological recording.

The last two categories are dual-process standard

systems. one erement is a constructed standard system such

as a questionnaire. the respondentrs interaction with this
independent standard system requires serf-assessment that is
itself another standard system. Category six is the dual-
process assessment of personali-ty as in a self-report
personality test. Category seven is the dual-process

assessment of preferences. Itts rnajor difference from

category six is that it is less a serf-evaluation and more a
personar eval-uation of some object, situation or activity.
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In this study, time urgency is the property of
interest. several different standard systems will be used

and a number of different measurement categories will be

employed

For time urgency, the standard system courd be a human

observer either recordj-ng the frequency of time urgent
behaviours (category two) or globalJ_y assessing (by

inference from observable behaviour) the ratent personality
attribute of time urgency (i.e., determining how time urgent
a gi-ven subject is) (category three).

The structured intervi_ew could be used for both
category two or category three although the method of
deriving the information is somewhat different. using the sr
as a category three measure of tirne urgency requires the
human observer to consider (a sampre of) the behaviour of
the subject and to indicate how time urgent the subject is.
This assessment is often retrospective and frequently
involves the use of a rating scale that identifies a number

of descriptions of various observable behaviours related to
the latent attribute of time urgency. This is how the sr is
usually used. using the sr as a category two would reguire
the human observer to record the freguency of discrete time
urgent behaviours.
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The development of the JAS was an attempt to make the
content of the sr into a category six measure. The less than
perfect agreement between the JAS and the sr may refÌect
both differences in how the attribut.es of interest are
denoted in the two measures and the greater error associated
with self-report (dual-process) measures.

Aftanast theory also refj-nes the concepts used to
discuss measurement accuracy. rn conventional usage the
terms validity and reriability each are used to refer to
more than one aspect of measurement accuracy. Aftanas (19g5)

proposes that it would be better to use the terms stability
(when referring to consistency of behaviour over measurement

occasions), veridicality (when referring to accuracy of the
standard system), generalizability (when referring to the
similarity of the derived metric information between

equivalent standard systems such as d.ifferent raters or
para1J-e1 forms) and invariance (transferability of the
standard system across settj-ngs or cultures) instead of the
less specific term reriability. Even with a standard system

that gives veridical, generalizable and invariant measures,

there could still be inconsistent measures because of
changes in the behaviour of the person in whom the
characteristic is being measured.
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Each measurement category has associated with it
different problems and sources of error. Different
statistical and experimental approaches are used to assess

these various aspects of measurement accuracy. In dual-
process standard systems (categorJ_es six and seven) the
respondent must first interpret the questionnaire item and

then determine their response. Error is introduced at both

steps; the subject may misinterpret the item, or they may

not accurately report their response. The first error may be

due to a relatively low degree of denotability of the
attribute being rneasured. Low denotability is related to
content validity. The second error could refrect either a

lack of valid information or some kind of bias in
respondj-ng. rn category three measurement the denotabirity
problem is sirnilar to the case of category six (or seven)

but the measurement accuracy may be less subject to the kind
of bias inherent in self-report measures particularly if the
human being doing the assessment attaches no special val-ue

to classifying the subject as Type A or Type B.

The relevance of the distinction among different
cateqories of measurement is highlighted by considering that
the SI, as a g1oba1 measure of the TABP, has repeatedly
shown itself to be superior to questi-onnaire measures such

as the JAS (Byrne, Rosenman, Schiller and Chesney, 1995). As

Rosenman (]-978) argued "Type A individuals often have rittre
insight into their pattern A behaviour, and are often
totally inaccurate ín iheir responses to a written
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questíonnaire. rr I.rright and schmidt-walker (l-990) suggested

that many Type B's feel aporogetic for being Type B and tend
to describe themselves verbally as more type A than they
really are. These observations are consistent with the idea
that serf-report (category six) measures are perhaps more

susceptible to bias and error than would be impressions

(category three) gleaned by trained raters from interviews.

construct, content, predictive and face validity should

be specified rather than the broader term validity. Of

particular importance to this study is construct validity.
This refers to whether a given standard system relates in a

meaningful and/or predictable way with other standard

systems. campbell and Fiske (1958) proposed the technique

known as convergent and discriminant validation that
involves measuring more than one trait or attribute
(nultitrait) using more than one method (multimethod) in
many individuals and examining how the resurting scores

inter-re1ate. High correlations between different types of
measures of the same trait or attribute provide evidence for
the veridicality of the different standard systems used and

convergent evidence for the measures as measures of that
particular construct. Low correrations between simirar types
of measures for different traits provide evidence for
discrirninant validity.
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Another way to demonstrate construct validity is to
adrninister measures of the attribute or trait to groups of



individuals that are expected to differ for theoreticaL
reasons and show that the obtained scores are consistent
with the differences between the groups. Factor analysis is
usefur in identifying the components of covariation. rt
provides information on whether the components are rerevant
to the construct being measured and to what extent (Aftanas,
1e85).

Another way to show construct validity is to show that
measures of time urg'ency correlate with other such measures

and with measures of related concepts such as chronic
activation and rnultiphasia. This would demonstrate

converqent vaLj-dity.

Measures of ti-me urcrency

The structured j-nterview was developed to assess

subjects and classify them as Type A or Type B. With the
increased j-nterest in the rrtoxicrr components of the TABP,

what is needed is a way to measure these components using
the interview format. The sr contains only twerve items that
measure tirne urgency, four that measure perpetual activation
and five for angrer-in versus anger-out.

Augrmented structured interview. Wrj-ght and Schmidt-

Walker (l-990), point out that despite the recognized

superiority of intervie\¡/ measures over serf-report measures

of the TABP and the perceived need to rook at components of
the TABP, there have been no ner¡/ interviews deveroped to
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TABP components. For these reasons they developed the
Augmented structured rnterview (ASr). rt consists of the 23

origÍnal sr items that were considered to measure specific
components and 1-9 augrnenting items. These latter items
consj-st of 8 time urgency items, 4 perpetual activation
items and 7 anger-in/anger-out items. The resurting measure

consists of a total of 42 items with 20 time urgency items
(the Time urgency sr), 8 perpetual activation items (pAsr)

and \4 anger-in/anger-out items (AI/OSI). Keeping in mind

the interview style issues raised by Friedman (1998) and

described in detail by scherwitz (i-g8g) even this interview
must be administered so as to elicit thoughtful
consideration and full and frank disclosure from the
interviewees. The ASI like the SI is a category three
measure according to Aftanasr taxonomy of standard systems.

The TUPA: Time Urqent/Perpetual Activation scale.
McCurdy and Wright (t-986) (cited in Wright, l_9BB) have

developed a self-report measure (TUPA) of time urg:ency (105

items) and perpetual activation (32 items). The items are

statements about performing behaviours that are examples of
time urgency and chronic activation. Respondents are

required to rate how frequently they have engaged in those

behaviours throughout their lives. This instrument was used

in the present study and is discussed in more detair below.

The TUPA is a category six measure using Aftanasr taxonomy

of standard systems
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lime orientation survey. Landy and co-workers have

developed an assessment package called the Time orientatíon
Survey (TOS: Landy, Restegâry, Thayer & Colvin, 1999) that
consists of two different measures of time urgency. one is a

set of seven behaviourally anchored rating scale (BARS)

(smith & Kendall, 1963) and the other is a questionnaire

measure that derives items from several existing
questionnaires but transforms all items into S-point Likert
scales with the same format. The former is stiIl a category

six measure but it inay show better veridicarity than other
self-reports. In general, BARS measures are considered

superior to other self-reports as estimators of true
performance and they are said to avoid many corrlmon forms of
rating error inherent in traditional self-report measures

(Landy and Farr, 1980; Landy and Farr, L9B3¡ Landy, 1995)

(the latter two cited in Landy et al, t9B9). The Likert-type
measure is a typical category six measure. These two methods

of assessing the same characteristic also provide an

opportunity to obtain construct validity inforrnation through

multitrait multimethod type anaryses. The Tos was used in
the present study and is discussed more fully be1ow.

DRL Task: A behavioural measure of time urqencv. Grass

(L977) reported the resurts of a study in which low rates of
response were differentially reinforced. That study found

that Type Ars were rnuch poorer at learning to delay

responding than were Type B's. The DRL (differential_
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reinforcement of low rates of response) task reguired
subjects to discover by trial and error how long to r¡ait
after a push button was illuminated before pressing it. Two

indicator lights were used to denote correctly-tirned
responding (enitted between 2o and 25 seconds after the
illunination of the button) and incorrectly-tirned response.

For each correct response, subjects $/ere credited with two

cents and the same amount was debited for each incorrect
response. Although the results were interesting, the
artificiar nature of the task linits generalizability beyond

the laboratory. A variation on this task that integrates the
time judgrment task with responding to a questionnaire is
described in the method secti-on of this paper.

This kind of task involves recording a behavioural
response using a specialized instrument and is best
described as a category five measurement.
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Although grobal measures of Type A have been found less
useful as predictors of cHD, the measurement of specific
components of the TABP may represent the best strategy for
identifying the rrtoxicrr elements that may underlie the
positive rerationship uncovered between the TABP and. cHD in
earrier research. Although hostirity has been the most

extensively studied component, time urgency may itserf be an

important component in the causal picture (wright, L9B8).

The present research assesses and evaluates the major

Overview and Rationale



instruments used to measure time urgency and chronic
activation and examines the dirnensionality of the time
urgency concept.

An important first step in considering the possible
relationship between time urgency and cHD is to establish
the validity of tine urgency construct. This reguires that
measures designed to assess time urg'ency show some

convergence and that the dimensionality of the construct be

discovered. Time urgency may have several distinct
components and measures of time urgency may tap these

components to different extents. fn addition, it must be

shown that the measures of time urgency (or its components)

are veridical. Once there exists veridical measures of a

valid construct, it will be possible (in future research) to
evaluate the stability, generarizability and invariance of
those measures.
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psychology subject pool of the universi-ty of Manitoba. of
the subjects, 45 males and 54 females were incrud.ed in the
finar sample of complete cases. only students whose first
language was English r¡/ere serected because the validity of
the assessment of the measures used in this study depended

(in part) on the ability of subjects to comprehend and

varidly respond to the test instruments. subjects received
partiar course credit for their voruntary participation.
Subjects scoringr in the upper (Type A) and 1ower (Type B)

third on a Type A screening measure (discussed in the
procedure) comprised the pool from which subjects were

selected.

Materials

The subjects hrere drawn from the introductory

Method

Subj ects
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Survey of !,Iork Stvles

The SWS (Jackson & Mavrogíannis I t9B7), v/as sel_ected

for use as a serf-report measure of the TABp in this study

because of its higher crassification agreement with the sr
(Mavrogiannis, Jackson & Howard, 1-997 ) relative to other
instruments such as the JAS (Jenkins et aI, rgTL) and the
FTAS (Haynes et aI, 1980). The SWS was used to select
subjects with scores in the upper and lower thirds for
incrusion in the current study. The Time urgency subscare



vJas also of interest and scores on

measures used in this study. A copy

Appendix A.

Waitincr behaviour checkl i st-

This checklist, developed for the present study, v¡as

designed to record the occurrence of impatience,

restressness, discomfort, multiphasic behaviour or chronic
activation while waiting. All subjects were observed during
a mandatory five minute rrwaitingrrr period prior to their
j-nterviews. The checklist consists of observable behaviours,

considered typical of tine urgent individuals, that v/ere

suggested by behavioural descriptions contained in items

from several of the other measures used in this study. A

copy of this checklist is included in Appendix B. The

occurrence of the target behaviours r¡ras recorded once if the
subject exhibited it in one of the five one-minute intervals
that make up the "waiting[ period that precedes the

interview. Thus, each behaviour courd be recorded up to five
times if it occurred at least once in each minute of the
waiting period.

it were compared to other

of the SWS appears in

4t



wright and schmidt-I^Ialkerrs (l-990) Augmented structured
rnterview (ASr) consists of the 23 original sr items that
hlere considered to measure specific components prus L9

augmenting items. The latter items consist of eight t.ime

urgency items, four perpetual activation items and seven

anger-in/anger-out items. The resurting measure consists of
a total of 42 iteins with 20 time urgency items (the TUsr),
eight perpetual activation iterns (PASI) and L4 anger-

in/anger-out items (AI/OSI). A copy of the ASI and the
scoring key for each component is included in Appendix c.

Time Urgency Perpetual Àctivation

42

The TUPA, (Mccurdy and vfright, 1990) discussed briefly
above, is a 137-itern self-report measure consisting of l_05

time urgency and 32 perpetual activation items. The items

are statements about performing behaviours that are examples

of tine urgency and chronic activation. Respondents are

required to rate how frequently they have engaged in those

behaviours throughout their lives. For this stud.y a rnodif ied
computerized version of the lupA was d.eveloped to provide a

measure of time urgency as defined by wright (l-9g8) and also
of multiphasia or chronic activation. The computerized

version was designed to be incl-uded as part of a package of
machine administered and scored self-report measures and

behavioural tasks. A copy of the TUpA appears in Appendix

D.



individuals may have about their behaviour, (up to) ten
items $¡ere randomly selected frorn among three sets of items

by the computer program, after adrninistering the TUpA. These

items v/ere serected fron the sets of items to v¡hich the
respondent answered either 1) always, 2) almost always or 3)

almost never. This amounted to a total- of (up to) 30 items.

The upper l-init of the number of items selected in each

response category was ten or two less than the number of
such responses (where there were fewer such responses). The

latter limitation was chosen so that the automated process

of iten selection (without replacement) when there r^/ere onry

a small- number of remaining unselected items did not bog

down. These items v/ere then presented again at the bottom of
the screen while two descriptions of possible reactions r/r¡ere

successively presented in the middle of the screen for
subjects to rate. they were asked to indicate how often they

have such a reaction when they engage in the particular
behaviour being disprayed. The rat,ings were made on a seven-

point Likert-type scale where one represented OZ of the

time, four represented 50å of the tirne and seven represented

L00å of the time. The first reaction was meant to tap the
dimension of perceived contror and was worded., rwhen r act
this way, r feel r have more control over things around me

and the rewards and benefits I get out of what I do.r The

second reaction rras meant to tap the dimension of perceived

To investígate some of the beliefs time urgent
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healthfulness or adaptiveness of the behaviour and was

worded, rrr believe this example describes a healthy way to
act that herps me be more successful and effective at the
things I do. rr Figure 1 illustrates how this Èask was

presented on the computer screen.

The purpose of this foll_ow-up task was to explore the
beliefs and assumptions that Time urgent and non-Time urgent
individuals may have about the time urgent and perpetual

activation behaviours in which they enqage. This exploration
v/as suggested by the observations of Weissman (t-gg0)

concerning the dysfunctionar attitudes and beliefs that not
only characteríze depressed individuars but are postulated

to maintain depression. Strube, Berry, Lott, Fogelman,

Steinhart, Moergen & Davison (l-986) have suggested that
there rnay be different sets of schemata that characteríze
Ars and Brs. If this is true, then contrasting groups (in
this case time urgent and non-time urgent) should be

expected to have different beliefs and assumptions about

their behavioural styles.
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Time Orientation Survev

Landy, Rastegâry,

sections, each measuringt

Thayer & Colvj-n's (1989) TOS has two

time urgency in a different way.



set of seven behaviourally

Each of the seven scales is
the aspect of time covered

that aspect of time

Behaviourallv Anchored Ratinq Scale. Section one is a

anchored rating scales (BARS).

headed by a label that describes

by the scale and a definition of
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fn the lower box are descriptions of behavior you
saw earlier. In the upper box are d.escriptions of
possible reactions you may have when you behave
like this. From the scale in the rniddle of the
screen choose the number (1 - 7) that best
describes how often vou have such a reaction after
engaging in this behavior.

When I act this wây, I feel I
over things around me and the
benefits I get out of what I
I believe this example describes a healthy tray
to act that helps me be more spccessful and
effective at thä things I do. 2

l_ ------- 2-------3 --------4 ------5 ------- 6-------7
oeo l-oå

Selected itenr from Time Urgent perpetual
Activation scale presented again hãre

have more control
rewards and

do. 1

(PERCENT OF THE TrME)
252 502 752

Your Response

This is question one of
presented for each item

(only one at a time

This is question two of
presented for each item

902 r-00å

Figure l-

the two
from the TUPA

is presented)

the two
from the TUPA



described by the labeI. The descriptÍon of each BARS scale
is presented in Table z. A copy of the seven BARS scales is
included in Appendix E.

The behaviourally anchored rating scales are like
Likert-type scales except that various points along the
vertical one to seven scare are labeled with behaviourar

descriptors that represent points on the continuum of the

construct being measured. The endpoints and midpoints of the
vertical scale are also labeled (High, Average and Low).

For this study, the stimulus materials were used in
their original form and were presented on paper for the
subjects to select their responses but the responses were

made by pressing the numeric key on the computer on which

were displayed the label, definition and the seven-point

scale with the midpoint and endpoints labered as it appears

on paper. This method was used because the 24 lines
available on the computer screen are insufficient to
represent the scales exactly as they are on paper. using the
computer allowed these seven responses to be recorded arong

with other data from other machine administered. measures and

tasks.
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Likert Scale. Section two of the Time Orientation
survey is a Likert-type scare consisting of 33 items derived

from the Jenkins Àctivity Schedule (Jenkins et al I L?TL) ,

the Framingham Type A Scale (FTAS: Haynes et al, l_980), the
Thurstone Activity scales (Thurstone, 1949) and the Bortner

Sca1es (Bortner, i-969) .
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Table 2
BARS Dimensions and their definitions

The extent to which an indiv-
idual is aware of the exact
time of day, regardless of the
environment or circumstances.
The extent to which a person
is aware of irnportant dates
such as birth dates, test
dates, etc.

Awareness of Tirne

The extent to which the person
can be characterized as being
in constant motion, even whenrrrestingr . tl

List Making

The extent to which a person
creates and/or ma j-ntains a
list of things to do during
the day or during the week.

Nervous Energv
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The extent to which an indiv-
idual schedules activities and
keeps to that scheduÌe. The
schedule rnight include feis-
ure, personal, and/or work
activities. This also includes
the extent to which an indiv-
idual-s apportions time for
particular activities.

Deadline Control

Scheduling

The extent to which time plays
a role in the manner by which
individuals plan and/or eat
various meals.

Eating Behavior

The extent to which an
idual creates or appears
control-Ied by external
lines

Sr:eech Patterns

The extent to which an indiv-
iduat exhibits rushed speech
patterns. This would include
talking fast, interrupting
others, and finishing the
sentences of others.

indiv-
to be
dead-



The format of the original items from these scales

offered different numbers of response alternatives (two to
four for the JAS, four for the FTAS, five for the Bortner
and three for the Thurstone). The labeling of the scales

vary also. rn the Landy et al Likert-type scare, there are

five response alternatives for each item labeled 1) strongly
Disagree, 2) Disagree 3) Neutral, 4) Agree, 5) Strongly
Agree. Of the 33 items, 9 come from the JAS, 6 from the
FTAS, 7 from the Bortner and l-1 from the Thurstone. These

r^/ere sel-ected because they deal-t only with time urgency or
speed. Al-so included were items that defined the

competitive-hard-driving component derived from factor
analysis of the initiar pool of 65 items drawn from the four
scares and converted to the uniform Likert format. The

inclusion of the competitive-hard-driving items was to
permit the demonstration of discrininant validity of the
time urgency measure. A copy of this section of the Tos and

its scoring key appears in Appendix F.

For this study, the items trere presented on the
computer screen and the responses v/ere recorded when the
respondent sel-ected an appropriate numerical key. only one

item was availabl-e at a time but it was possible to back up

(one item at a tine) and change a response by pressing nRrr

on the keyboard.



DRL Task

A behavioural measure (category five) of time urgenôy

lntas developed for this study. rt was a variation on the DRL

task used by Grass (L977) that integrated the time judgrrnent

task with responding to the l.ray of Life (wol,) scale (Irlright,
von-Bussmann, Friedman, Khoury, & Owens, L99O). The WOL

scale measures a form of maladaptive sociar control caIled
nonmutuality. A copy of the woI, appears in Appendix G. The

purpose of nesting the DRL task within a questionnaire was

to make the task more rneaningful than merely estirnating the
duration of time intervats and to give the whole procedure a

goal or fixed endpoint towards which the subjects could

work. Besides answering the 43 items of the woI,, respondents

also had to meet the demands of the DRL task. To time urgent
individuals, the opportunity to save tirne and complete a
task faster was expected to be reinforcing and enforced

vraiting to complete a task was expected to be an effective
punishinent. so the reinforcement for responding at the
correct time in this task was the opportunity to proceed

directly to the next itern without deIay. The penalty for
premature (or late) responding or no response was a brief
time-out (2o seconds) followed by compulsory repetitíon of
the item (maximum two trials per itern) . Thus each itein took
about 30 seconds if answered at the rÍght time, whereas

having to do the maximum of two trials took between 60 and
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90 seconds per item. The time taken to serect the answer to
the item (decision tirne), the time waited before entering
the answer (response tirne) and the totar number of trials
required to complete the 43 items are recorded.

Figure 2 illustrates each interval in the DRL task.
rnterval À-B is decision tirne. rnterval B-c is the period
during which the subjeet had to d.elay responding (1S

seconds). rnterval c-D is the period during which responses

had to be made (between the t_5 and 20 second mark) to be

reinforced by the avoidance of the time-out period (interval
D-E) .

In this behavioural measure of time urgency, the
consequences of correct and incorrect performance v/ere

expected to be of special salience to time urgent

individuals and Type A respondents. As such, time urgent

subjects were expected to be strongry motivated to correctry
tirne their responses. Ironically, this task requires
subjects to delay responding to save small amounts of times

and avoid obstacles to the compl-etion of the task, something

that was expected to be particularly difficult for time

urgent individuals. since the way to finish the whole task
in the least amount of time was to not respond too quickly
to each item, it was predicted that tiine urgent individ.uals
would have great difficulty learníng to delay responding. As

a result, they would require many more trials to complete
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the task
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and would have lower

not time urgent.

mean response
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reinforcement
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Figure 2
DRL Procedure intervals
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Procedure

Screening and selection of subiects

The SIrIS was administered to classes enrolled in
introductory psychology classes. The resulting data r¡/ere

scored on the six subscares and on scale A. subjects scoring

in the upper third (probable Type A's) and those in the

lower third (probable Type Bts) r¡/ere contacted by telephone

and offered an opportunity to volunteer for further testing
in exchange for additional course credit. Those who agreed

to participate were schedured for a 3 hour testing session.

Figure 3 provides an overview of the entire procedure

including the sequence and duration of the phases of the

testing session.

fn-Vivo Observation

55

Vlhen the subjects presented themselves for their
interviews, their arrival time relative to their appointed

time (-5 for five minutes early, O for precisely on time, 4

for four minutes late) was noted by the experimenter. This

r^ras a measure of punctuality, a characteristic that
presumably relates to tirne orientation and possibly tine
urgency. on their arrival they were ushered. into a ttwaiting

roomrr, furnished with a comfortable arm chair, a table on

which there T,tere current magazines, introductory psychology



Probable Type A's
(upper third)

\

SWS mass screening

Step

Probable Type B,s
(Iower third)

/

1
2

3

4
5

6
2
3

Duration Cum. Assessment procedure
(minutes ) tot,aI
= ============ === = ========== === === ==== ============== =
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\/
Experimental

Session

5

15
10
15
50
25
45

5

20
30
45
95

t20
16s

record relative arrival time
In-vivo observation
Augmented Structured Interview
Time Orientation Survey- BARS
Time Orientation Survey- Likert
Time Urgent Perpetual Activat,ion
Rating of selected TUPA items
DRL procedure (takes 30-60 minutes)

Figure 3
Experirnental f lowchart



floor lamp. on one wal1 was a one-way mirror though which

the subject could be observed by the experimenter. on the
wal1 opposite the mirror, comic strips cut from daily
newspapers v/ere posted in plain view. Using the vraiting
behaviour checktist, the experimenter recorded the frequency

of varj-ous behaviours performed by the subject during a

five-minute waiting interval that was instituted for all
subj ects .

Aucrmented Structured interview

The subjects lrere interviewed by the experimenter or a

student research assistant carefully trained by the

experimenter. The experimenter was trained by D. G. Dyck, a

psychologist trained by Rosenman in administering and

scoring the original structured interview. The intervieh/ers
\A/ere taught to ask the questions in a natural and genuinely

interested manner and to encourage the interviewee to fuIIy
express their responses to the questions. This style was

consistent with the recommendations mad.e by Friedman (198g).

The interviews were audiotaped to facilitate the assessment

of the accuracy and reliability of scoring.
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The i-nterview r{as later scored to yield subscores on

Anger-In/Anger-Out (AI/OSI), Time Urgency (TUSI) and

Perpetuar Activation (PASI). The subscores were summed to
arrive at an overall ASr score that courd be treated. as a

Type A/Type B classification using a median split approach.

The classifications using the sws and the ASr were compared

and the correlation between the SI^IS and ASr scores v¡ere

computed.

Computer administered self-report measures

The Tine Orientation Survey including both the BARS

measure and the Likert-type measure were compteted. For the
first section, the scales were presented on paper Ín their
original form and also on the computer screen for data

recording purposes. This was followed by the computer

adninistered TUPA and the related follow-up rating task
discussed above.

DRL Task
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The DRL task was administered last because it was

thought to be potentially the most reactive. Although it was

not designed as a manipulation, some subjects r./ere expected

to find it frustrating or irritating. rt was anticipated
that some subjects night even wish to abandon the task
before the end. Although subjects were tol-d that it would be

preferable for all subjects to complete the entire



procedure, no one vras forced to continue against their will.
of the L08 subjects tested, only two had incomplete data
because of a refusal to comprete the task. The other seven

subjects dropped from the study v/ere elirninated because of
lost data or incomplete data due to deviations from the
research protocol. A brief Likert-type rating scale was

administered after this task to measure any frustration,
anger, hostility engendered by the DRL task.

Debrief subiects

All subjects were ful]y debriefed at the end of their
testing sessíon. The purpose of the study was explained, any

questions they may have had were answered. frankly. They were

asked not to discuss their experience in the study with
other students until the study was completed and they were

thanked for their participation and their experimental

credit cards $/ere endorsed. A copy of the debriefing script
is included in Appendix H.
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The first step in examining the relationships among the
dependent measures in this study was to evaluate the
predicted correlations. only correrations with a one-tailed
significance less than p <.Ot- were considered significant.
The varíance accounted for was arso considered in evaruating

the size of any observed relationship. To organize the
presentation of the results, the correlations will be

discussed in groups as they relate to subsets of measures.

For the sake of brevity the specific values of the

correlation coefficients and the tail probabilities are

excluded from the textual sunmary that follows. One-tailed
probabilities in the correlatj-on tables are d.enoted by a

single asterisk for p < . 01 and by two asterisks for
p < .001. One-tailed probabilities are used. because the

direction of the correlations had been predicted a-priori.

Correlati onal anal wsi s

Results
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Relationships involving behaviourally anchored rating scales

Table 3 summarizes the correlations among the BARS

measures and the other variabl-es used in this study. The

correlations between the eating behaviour and Speech

Patterns BARS and the similarly-named factors from the

Likert- type section of the TOS were positive and

significant as expected.. The relationship between the eating



behaviour measures hras

642 of the variance in
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particularly strong accounting,

Èhese variables.
for



Corretations: BARSl

TUSI .2610* .3/ró5**PASI .2085 .2499*AI,/0SI - .0067 .1001TU .30óg* .498ó**
PA .3r'9** .4154**HoL .2718* .3285**sr,JS1 .0475 .3091**srJsz -.1322 .2862*sHs3 .0915 .1659sHs4 -.038ó .3203**sr.¡s5 -.2318 .2290stJSó -.0238 .3355**
st SToTAL -.0695 .4140**TOSI .3147** .425?**Tos2 .1831 .15ó0TOS3 .1890 .5453**TOS4 .1380 .3029*TOS5 .1607 .3354**FACTORI .3349** .4778**FACToR2 -.0521 .4155**FACToR3 .1808 .1613FACTOR4 .3157** .9335**
FACToR5 -.3020* .?098FACToRó .0ó28 .0271BARSI 1.0000** .1954BARS2 .1954 1.0000**BARS3 .2707* .2128BARS4 .2129 .5472**BARS5 .3377** .2656*BARSó .14?2 .1556BARST .3085** .2059
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TabLe 3
Corretations invotving Behavioratty Anchored Rating Scates

BARS2 BARS3 8ARS4 BARS5

.3373** .2047 .2212.2776* .1357 .1139
- .0017 .1901 -.1551
.3659** .3939** .2056.4399** .3355** .3545**.3699** .21?6 .1448.1891 .2738* -.1713-.0216 .2533* -.1796
.1210 .0908 .0804.1079 .1998 -.0222-.0191 .1671 .0/ró5.1438 .1633 -.2833*
.1328 .2872* -.1462
.4025** .3045* .2333.0401 .2727* -.0177
.2192 .3349** -.0058
.1930 .3179** .1383.2737* .3óg3x* .3414**.4?33** .3ó30** .2681*
. 1395 . 2883* - .',1842.0580 .285ó* -.0012
.2807* .8?42** .5643**-.0390 .1478 .0203.0799 -.0900 .1707.2707* .2129 .3377**.2128 .5172** .2656*1.0000** .1921 .?437*.'1921 1 .0000** .1850.2437* .1850 1.0000**.1183 .2898* .0494.4751** .0149 .3502**

N of cases: 99

/'is printed if a coefficient cannot be computed

Llright and Schmidt-tJalker;
I'lcCurdy and tlright; tJriSht
Augmented Structurèd Intervíew.
Time Urgent,/ PerpetuaI Activation
tlay of Lífe Scate'

Variabte Variabte LabetTUSI ASI TIME URGENCY
PASI ASI PERPETUAL ACTIVATIONAI,/OSI ASI ANGER ¡N,/OUTTU TUPA TIIIE URGENCYPA TUPA PERPETUAL ACTIVATIONI.JOL NON.ÞIUTUALITY

Landy, Resteg?ry, Thayer & Cotvin
rlßìe Orlentatlon Survey (BARS)

Variabte Variabte LabeIBARSI AI.IARENESS OF TI}IEBARSz SPEECH PATTERNBARS3 SCHEDULING
BARS/+ NERVOUS ENERGYBARS5 LIST MAKINGBARS6 ÊATING BEHAVIORBARST DEADLINE CONTROL

BARS6

.3?07** .2983*.3415** .3997**.0ó85 -.1228

.3690** .3602**.3943** .509ó**.33/+0** .3731**.1546 -.0207-.0292 -.2835*

.2438* .3146**.3265** .0885-.0310 -.1887.0948 .0413.1803 -.0056

.3521** .4949**.8003** .1539.1437 .1848.3722** .2332.2452* .3997**.4022** .4505**.1642 -.0238

.8ó98** .1566.2360* .2248-.0410 -.2080

.100ó .3122**.1422 .3095**.1556 .?059.1183 .4751*".2898* .0149.0494 .3502**1.0000** .1116.1116 1.0000**

BARST

1-taited Signif: * - .01 ** - .001

Variabte names used in corretatíon anatysis above
and theír Iabets arranged by souice

Jackson & Mavrogiannis
Survey of llork Stytes

Variabte Variabte LabeI
SIJSl II'IPATIENCE
SIJS2 ANGER
SLJS3 TJORK I NVOLVEI'IENT
SI.'S4 TI}IE URGENCY
STJS5 JO8 DISSATISFACTION
SLJS6 CO¡IPET¡TION

SLISTOTAL GLOBAL TYPE A (Sì,JS)

Landy, Restegary, Thayer & Cotvin
Time Orientation Survey (Likert)

Variabte
TOSl
TOS2
T0s3
TOS4
TOS5

Vaniabte Labe[
TOS LIKERT COI.IPETITIVENESS
TOS LIKERT EATING BEHAVIOR
TOS LIKERT GENERAL HURRY
TOS LIKERT TASK-RELATED HURRY
TOS LIKERT SPEECH PATTERNS



The correrations between the eating behaviour BARS and

the PASI and the PA rneasure of the TUPA hrere positive and

significant. The correrations between the speech patterns

BARS and the PASI and the PA measure of the TUpA v¡ere al-so

posiÈive and significant but the pA measure of the TUPA

correlated more strongly with these BARS than does the pASr.

This may reflect the fact that the BÀRS and the TUpA are

both self-report measures (category six) while the ASr is a

Category three measure.

Irfhile the correlation between the Nervous Energy BARS

and the PAST (the PA measure of the ASI) was not

significant, the correlation between that BARS scare and the
PA measure of the TUPA was positive and significant as had

been expected given that characteristics like restlessness

and constant pacing are consistent with perpetual

activation. The discrepancy between these two correlations
is difficult to interpret especially given the high
(r:.6188, p ( .001) correlation between the two pA measures.

The correlations between the Nervous Energy BARS and

both the General Hurry factor and the speech patterns factor
of the Likert-type Tos measure \À/ere positive and significant
as had been expected given that being in constant motion

seems related to rapid, uninterrupted talking and general

hurry.
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The correlations between the scheduling BARS and the TU

scare of the TUPA and the TUSÏ (the TU measure of the ASr)

were positive and significant as had been expected given

that compulsive time allocation and time urgency seem

closely related.

The correrations between the List Making BARS and the
TUSI and the TU measure of the TUPA were not significant. A

significant positive relationship was expected since

extensj-ve planning to save tirne seems related to time

urgency. This BARS dj-d however correlate significantly with
the PA scale of the TUPA but not the pASI. The grreater

correlation with the PA measure of the TUPA may be because

they are both Category six measures

The correrations between the Deadline control BARS and

the TUSI and the TU measure of the TUpA h/ere positive and

significant as had been expected given that being controrled
by external deadlines seems rerated both to time urgency and

the perceived need to be alwaysrron time.t plans to evaruate

relationships involving the punctuality rneasure were

abandoned because of missing data. The precise arrivar tine
of the subject could often not be determined because the
experimenter was occupied with the previous subject or
unabl-e to monitor the arrival tirne of the subject.
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Relationships involvincr TOS Likert-tvpe Factors

Table 4 summarizes the correlations among the TOS

Likert measures and the other variabres used in this study.
The correlation betv¡een the Likert-type Tos cornpetitiveness

factor and the Competitiveness subscale of the SWS was

positive and significant as had been expected gj_ven the

sinilarity j-n content. The corretations between the General

Hurry, Task-Related Hurry and speech Pattern factors of the
lOS and the PA scale of the TUPA \À/ere positive and

significant as had been expected since these TOS factors
seem to be aspects of the more global measures of perpetual

activation. The correlations between those Tos factors and

the PASI were even stronger than had been predicted. The

higher correl-ations with the PASI than with the pA measure

of the TUPA cannot be explained by a conmon category of
measurement. A possible explanation may rest on greater

similarity in the way the constructs are operationally
defined in the TOS Likert scales and the ASI. The TUpA pA

subscale as previously noted had a lower coefficient arpha

than did the TU scale or the entire instrument. Thus it may

be more heterog'eneous than the Tos scales that are based on

factor analysis with orthogonal rotation.



Correlations: TOSl

TUSI
PASI
AT /OSI
TU'
PA
9loL
swsl
sws2
S[,fS3
S!'¡S4
sws5
sws6
SWSTOTA],
BARSl
BARS2
BARS3
BARS4
BARS5
BARS6
BARST
FACTORl
FAC?OR2
FACTOR3
FACTOR4
FACTOR5
FACTOR6
TOS].
TOS2
TOS3
TOS4
TOS5

co rre 1 at ior, = irr.rotr"rlå"g 
ar, it.tt

.6365**

.6570**

. ]-607

. 6696,k *

.7368**

.6581*'k

.4383**

. 1140

.4513*'k

.4523*r,

. oo88

.4033'k*

.4689'k'k

.3L47**

.4252*'t

.4O25t r,

. 3045 *

.2333

.3521'r*

.4948'k*

.7797**

.4620r,t

.3885**

.4325r,*
-. 0150

.1s99
1.0000'k*

.38L7*'k

.4653**

.5436**

.52!7 r, t

TOS2

.3693'k'k

.3t27't1*

.o662

.4858**

.4500*'k

.3615*'k

.240t*

.0459

.27 34"

.4515**

.o256

.2716

.3023*

.1831

.1560

.0401

.2727*
-.oJ-77

.8003*'k

. 1s39

.4883**

.2877*

.9919**

.2042

.0114

.72]-O

.3817'k*
1. O00O'k'k

.22s7

.4947 **

.3341**

TOS3 TOS4

.4295*r, .5091*'k.3286** .3731**.3L32*r. .2120.6232r,t .5816'k*.4843** .5220*r,.5632't'k .4366t,r,.5441** .3526t *

.4246*t .7495.2085 .2'1sy,.421!t t .4739r,*.I25I .101_1.4648r,t, .2495t,.5538'k'k .3920**

. L890 .1380.5453*'k .3029*.2192 .1930.3349'k* .3179*'k
-. oo58 . 1383.1437 .3722r,*.1848 .2332.5889r,r, .6176**.5890'k* .3824'k*.2167 .47'l5r,,t.42O6** .3495**.1085 .0888
-.1111 .OO92.4653** . 5436*'k.2257 .484'7r,r,1.0000*'k .4295r,*

.4295t * 1.0000**.3646r,.i, .4883'kr.
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?OS Scales

N of cases: 99

" . " is printed if a

l,Iriqht and Schmidt-Walker;
McCúrdy and Wriqht; Wrioht
Augmented Struc€,ured In{erview.
Tiñe Urgelt / Perpetual Activation
Way of tife Scale
Variable
TUSÏ
PASl
AI /OST
TU,
PA
woL

Variable names used in correlation analvsls aboveand Èheir labels arranged by souice

TOS5

.5963,k*

.5324**

.1491

.6361**

.6527*r,

.4637 t r,

.29I4r,

.l_339

.3830**

.4175,k'k

.0603

.1468

.3491**

.7607

.3354't*

.27 37 r,

.3693't'k

.34t4* r,

.2452*

.3997*'h

.7208**

.3231**

.3267,t t,

.4612r,r,

.o470

.7259

.5277 r,*

.3341'k*

.3646,+*

.4883*r,
L . 0000'k't

1-Èailed Signif3 * - .01't* - .001
coefficient cannot be computed

Variable LabelASI TIME URGENCYASI PERPEIUAÍ, ACTTVATTONASI ANGER IN/OUT
TUPA TIME URGENCY
TUPA PERPETUAT ACÎTVATION
NON-MUIUAÍ,ITY

Landy, Restegary, Thaver & Colvin
Time- Orienta€,ioñ' Survêy (BARS)

Variable
BARSl
BARS2
BARS3
BARS4
BARS5
BARS6
BARST

Variable Label
AWARENESS OF TI¡{E
SPEECH PATTERN
SCHEDULING
NERVOUS ENERGY
LIST MÀKTNG
EATING BEHAVIOR
DEADLINE CONTROL

Jackson &
Survey of
Variable

swsl
sws2
sws3
sws4
sws5
sws6

swsl0TAr

Mavroqiannisl{ork Styles
Variable Label
IMPATIENCE
ANGER
WORK II{VOLIIEMENT
TIME URGENCY
JOB DISSATTSFACTTON
COMPETIlION
GLOBAT TYPE A (SWS)

åîågvó,13;!:gîåt' sll+å;' t f; rf;Sltï"
Variable Variable LabelTOS1 TOS LTKERÎ COMPETITT\/ENESSTOS2 TOS LIKERT EAlrNe BEHÀVIORTOS3 TOS LIKERT GENERÀL HÚRRÍ-_TOS4 TOS LIKERT TASK-RELATÈD-HURRYTOSS TOS LTK-ERT SPEECH PATTERNS



Re1atíonshÍps involving SWS Sca1es

Tab1e 5 summarizes the correlations among the SI{S

scales and the other variables used in this study. The

correlation between the anger subscare of the sws and the
AI/OSI (the anger-in/anger-out measure of the ASI) was

positive as had been predicted. The Time urgency scale of
the svts and the TU of the TUpA were positively correÌated
and that sws scale and the TUSI $¡ere positively correLated
although it was not expected that the relationship would be

more than a moderate one given the definition of the Time

Urgency subscale in the SWS Wright (t_gBB) hypothesized

about a causal linkage between tirne urgency and hostility.
This red to the prediction of a strong positive correlations
between the sws anger subscare and both the TU score of the
TUPA and the TUS]. only the correration invorving the TU

score of the TUPA was significant accounting for 8.6å of the
variance. Thus the above prediction received mixed support.
rt rnay have been more applicable to a hostil-ity measure such

as the cook-Medrey (1-954) than a measure of anger expression

such as the SWS anger scal-e or the AI/OSf .
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Corretations: SIJSl

TUSI .4740**
PASI .2ó08*
AII0SI .4351**
TU .6175*),PA .3931**
woL .1795**BARSI .0475BARSz .3091**BARS3 .1891
BARS4 .2738*BARS5 -.1713
BARSó .1516BARST -.0207
T0s1 .4383**TOS2 .2401*T0s3 .5111**T0s4 .3526**
T0s5 .?911*
FACToRl .5570**
FACToR2 .8599**
FACToR3 .2302
FACTOR4 .??26FACToR5 .2711*FAcroRó -.2322
stJsl 1.0000**
stJsz .6894**sr.ts3 .1661stJS4 .4131**sws5 .2802*stJsó . ó500**
SIJSTOTAL .8175**

N of cases: 99

susz stJs3

.2016 .3395**-.0127 .3140**

.4850** -.003ó

.2934* .30171.0919 .3840**.1776 .3314**-.1322 .0915.2862* .1659
- -0216 .1210.2533* .0908-.1796 .0804-.0292 .2438*-.2835* .3446**

.1 140 .4513**.0459 .2734*.4246** .2085.1195 .2751*.1339 .3830**.2195 .38ó1**.7789** .3322**.0316 .2765*.1986 .1509

.45ó5** -.1554-.1174** .63?g**.6894** .1661
1.0000** -.0665-.06ó5 1.0000**.3309** .5053**
.4557** -.1516
.5074** .2192.7440** .4131**

1 -tai Ied Signif: *

Corretations invotving

stJs4

.4506** .09?2

.310ó** -.0611

.0234 -.0312

.4614** .0837

.4533** -.033ó

.2969* -.0671-.038ó -.2318

.3203** .2290.1079 -.0191

.1998 .1671-.0222 .0465

.3265** -.0310

.0885 -.1887
-4523** -0088.4515** .0256.4211** .125'l.1738** .1011
.4175** .0ó03.4998** .0171.óó13** .4439*r,.4405** .0115.2421* .2070.2798* .9973**.3003* -.0713
.¿r131** .2802*.3309** .4557**
.5053** - .15'.161.0000** .2826*.2826* 1.0000**.4113** .1857.7111** :5026**

.01 ** - .001

SIJS Scates

SIJS5

/'is printed if a coefficient cannot be computed
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SI,'Só

.3047*

.2226

.2698*

.5151**

.3320**

.4479**
- .0238

.3355**

.1438

.1633
-.2833*

.09/.8

.041 3

.4033**

.2116

.4649**

.2195*

.1468

.4167**

.8249**

.1942

.1400

.1838
- .0708

. ó500**

.5074**

.2192

.41 l3**

.1857
1 .0000**

.7756**

t,,right and Schmídt-t.latker,.
llcCurdy and t{right; ttright
Augmented Structured Interview.
Time Urgent / PerpetuaI Activation
l.Jay of Life Scate'

Varíabte Variabte LabeITUSI ASI TIHE URGENCYPASI ASI PERPETUAL ACTIVATION
AI,/OSI ASI ANGER IN/OUTTU TUPA T¡ME URGENCYPA TUPA PERPETUAL ACIIVATIONI.JOL NON.IIUTUALITY

Landy, Restegary, Thayer & Cotvin
Time 0rientation Survèy (BARS)

Variable Va¡iable LabeIBARSI AIJARENESS OF TIMEBARSz SPEECH PATTERNBARS3 SCHEDULING
BARS4 NERVOUS ENERGYBARS5 LIST MAKING
BARS6 EATING BEHAVIOR
BARST DEADLINE CONTROL

SI.'STOTAL

.4ó09**

.2562*

.3125**

.5759**

.4007**

.4294**
- .0ó95

.4140**

.1328

.2872*
-.1462

.1803
- .005ó
.4699**
.3023*
.5538**
.39?0*r,
.3491**
.5411**
.9993**
.2869*
.28óg*
.4978*r,
.01 83
.91 75**
.7440**
.4131*r,
.7111*t,
.502ó**
.7756**

1.0000**

Variabte names used ín cornetation anatysis above
and their Iabets arranged by souice

Jackson & Mavrogiannis
Survey of tJork Stytes

Variabte Variabte LabeI
SIJSl II\IPATIENCE
SI.IS2 ANGER
SI.JS3 I.IORK I NVOLVEI'IENT
SWS4 TI¡IE URGENCY
SIJS5 JO8 DISSATISFACTION
SWSó COMPETITION

SI.ISTOTAL GLOBAL TYPE A (SI.'S)

Landy, Restegary, Thayer & Cotvin
Time Orientation Survey (Likert)

Vari abte
TOSl
T0s2
T0s3
TOS4
TOS5

VariabIe LabeI
TOS LIKERT COI'IPETITIVENESS
TOS LIKERT EATING BEHAVIOR
TOS L¡KERT GENERAL HURRY
TOS LIKERT TASK-RELATED HURRY
TOS LIKERT SPEECH PATTERNS



Relationshj-ps involvincr the TUpA

Table 6 summarizes the correlations among the ASI

subscales, the TUpA subscales and the hioI, and the other
variables used in this study. The correlation between the TU

scale of the TUPA and mean response time on the DRL task was

not significant. A significant negative correlation (longer
response times for those who can appropriately delay their
responding) was expected. The apparent inadequacy of the DRL

task as a behavioural indj-cator of tirne urgency is discussed

more ful1y in a later section.

The correration between serf-reported time urgency as

reflected by the TU scores of the TUPA and the number of
trials required to complete the DRL task was not
significant. This relationship was expected to be positive
since those individuals high on time urgency r¡rere expected

to fail- to delay their responding and be required to redo

most items on the DRL task. In fact, Do consistent
rerationship of any kj-nd coul-d be identified between the
dependent variables on the DRL task and any of the scares.

The correlation between the TU and the observational
Punctuality measure courd not be computed because of mj_ssing

data on the latter measure. The correration betr,¡een the pA

scare of the TUPA and the pASr was strongly positive as had

been expected given that they are thought to measure the
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identical characteristic. The observed

for 38.292 of the variance.

correlation accounts
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Cornetations: TUSI

stJsl .1740r,r,stJsz .2046sr.rs3 .3395**sws4 .450ó**srJss .0822sr.,só .3047*
stJsToTAL -4609**BARSI .2610*BARS2 .3465**BARS3 .3373**BARS4 .2047BARS5 .2212BARSó .3207**BARST .2983*TOS1 .63ó5**T0s2 .3ó93**T0s3 .4295**T0s4 .5091**T0s5 .5963**FACToRI .8496**
FACToR2 .4519**
FACToR3 .3716**
FACToR4 .3413**
FACToR5 .0ó10
FACToRó -.0301
TUSI 1.0000**PASI .ó825**AII0SI .3152**TU .72',15**PA .6942**tJol .5966**

N of cases: 99

Tabte ó
Corretations invotving ASI, TUPA,

PAS ¡

.2ó08* .4351** .6175**-.0127 .4850** .2934*

.3140** -,003ó .3047*.310ó** .0231 .4614**-.0641 -.0312 .0837.2226 .?698* .5151**.2562* .3125** .5759**.2085 -.0067 .30ó8*.2499* .1001 .4986**.?776* -.0047 .3659**.1357 .1901 .3939**.1139 -.1551 .205ó.3415** .0ó85 .3690**
.3897** -.1228 .360?**.ó570** .1607 .óó8ó**.3127** .0662 .4959**.328ó** .3132** .6232**.3731** .2120 .581ó**.5321** .1491 .ó3ó1**.ó885** .2544* .9531**.2523* .3622** .59óg**.3294** .0ó90 -47T1**.2242 .0887 .5022**-.0785 -.0301 .0590.1001 -.7765** -.0177
.ó825** .3152** .7215**1.0000** .1262 .5041**-1262 1.0000** .2708*.5041** .2709* 1.0000**.ó188** .105ó .8410**,551ó** .2352* .7490**

1-taiIed Signif: * - .01 **

AIIOS¡ TU

lJoL measures

IJOLPA

.3831** .1785t*.0919 .1776.3840** ,3314**.4533** .2969*-.033ó -.0671

.3320** .4478**.4007** .1294**.3738** .?718*.4154** .3295**.1399*t .3ógg**.3355** .2126.3545** .1118.3843** .3340**.5086** .3731**.7369** .ó591**.4500** .3ó15**.4843** .5ó32**.5220*t, .4366t*.6527** .1637**.9126** .7691**.3995** _4530**.4515** .3ó90**.4858** .3104**-.0609 -.08ó1
.1601 .0267.6942*r, .5966**.ó188** _551ó**.105ó .2352r,
.8/+10** .7190**1.0000** .6557**
.6557** 1.0000**

. 001

7t

/ is printed if a coefficient cannot be computed

Wright and Schmidt-tJatker,.
llcCurdy and tJright,. lJright
Augmented Structured IntervieH.
Time Urgent / PerpetuaI Activaiíon
tlay of Life Scate'

Vaniabte Variabte LabeI
TUSI ASI TIME URGENCY
PASI ASI PERPETUAL ACTIVATION
AIIOSI AS¡ ANGER IN/OUTTU TUPA TII'IE URGENCYPA TUPA PERPETUAL ACTIVATIONllIOL NON.I'IUTUAL I TY

Variabte names used in correlation analysis above
and theìr Iabets arranged by souice

Landy, Restegary, Thayer & Cotvin
Time 0rientation Survèy (BARS)

Variabte VaríabIe LabetBARSI AWAREI¿ESS OF TIME
BARSz SPEECH PATTERN
8ARS3 SCHEDULING
BARS4 NERVOUS ENERGYBARS5 LIST MAKING
BARSó EATING BEHAVIORBARST DEADLINE CONTROL

Jackson & I'lavrogiannis
Survey of tlork Stytes

VariabIe Variabte LabeI
SI.¡S1 II.IPATIENCE
SIJSz ANGER
sHs3 HoRK INVOLVET'|ENT
SIJS4 TII'IE URGÊNCY
SIJS5 JOB DISSATISFACTION
SIJSó CO¡IPETITION

SIJSTOTAL GLOBAL TYPE A (SI.'S)

Landy, Restegary, Thayer & Cotvin
Tíme 0rientation Survey (Likert)

Variabte
TOSl
TOS2
TOS3
TOS4
T0s5

Variabte LabeI
TOS LIKERT COMPETITIVENESS
TOS LIKERT EATING BEHAVIOR
TOS LIKERT GENERAL HURRY
TOS L¡KERT TASK-RELATED HURRY
TOS LIKERT SPEECH PATTERNS



The correlation between the pA scal_e and the total
number of restless behaviours observed during the five-
minute "waitingrr task was not significant. A positive
correration was expected given that the observational
measure was desj-gned as a direct measure of perpetual

activation. The adequacy of this restressness whire waiting
measure is questionabre at least as irnplemented in this
study.

Relationshins invol vi no t-hc AsT

The correlation betweein the TUSI scale and the

Punctuarity observationar measure courd not be assessed.

because of missing data on the latter measure. The

correlation between the PASI scale and the totar number of
restless behaviours observed during the five minute
trwaitingrt task was not significant (see Table 6).

The sum of the ASI subscale scores was significantly
correlated with the SWS Type A score (r:.47L2, p < .OO1)

suggesting a moderate conqruence between these measures. The

classification into Type A or Type B based on a median split
on both measures were compared using the spsspc cRossrABS

procedure. The Pearson Chi Square statistic with the
continuity correction for 2 x 2 contingency tables v¡as

significant (Chi Sguare:LL.764r p < .0Ol-). Only one subject
out of 99 was classified differently by one approach than
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the other. I^there the only goal is Type A/Type B

crassification the sws would be preferable because it can

be group administered and computer scored.

Factor Analvsis

Factor analysis of the Likert section of Landyrs TOS

successfully replicated three (Cornpetitiveness, eating
behaviour, and speech pattern) of the five factors with only
minor deviations in factor composition. The two remaining

factors (Task-Related Hurry and Generar Hurry) did not hord

up as well-. For exarnple, two items originally loading
positive on rrGeneral- Hurryrr load negatively j_nstead on

rrTask-Rerated Hurry.rr Given that the present sample is just
slightly more than half the size of the sample on which

Landy based his paper, it would be reasonable to attribute
such differences in factor composition to sources such as

sanpling. Overall, Landyrs five scale solution bears up

under scrutiny.

Factor analysis of the TUPA was problematic. To run the
factor analysis, 39 of the L37 items had to be excluded

because they had squared multipre correlations with all of
the other variables of 1.00. This of course means that
factor analysis of this instrument cannot be done

meaningfulry if arl the items are incruded because some are
just too highly intercorrelated. On the other hand, the
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factor sorution that results (after deleting the 39 items)

may not adequately represent the instrument as a who1e.

The factor analysì-s on the remaining items does not
provide as satisfactory a view of the instrument as a
measure of a few clear components. Rather than suggesting

two main factors (Time Urgency and perpetual Activation),
factor analysis yielded 28 factors. The first accounted for
only 1-9.572 of the variance. The subsequent four factors
accounted for 6.31-, 4.42, 3.64 and 3.I9e" of the variance.
The remaining factors account for from 3.oo to l-.ooå of the

variance. one possible interpretation of these observations

is that the TUPA items largely tap one broad domain that
combines the notions of Tirne Urgency and perpetual

Activatj-on and that each small factor represents a trivial
dimension that may relate to a specifJ-c context (e.g.,
driving a car). The observation of a high correl-ation

between both of wrightts TU measures and both pA measures,

leads to the conclusion that these constructs have not been

empirically distinguished.

Since the factor analysis of the TUPA as a whole could

not be done and the analysis of the iterns remaining (after
deleting those items that were too highly intercorrelated)
r¡/as confusing, the internal reliability of the entire scale

and of the two subscales rras assessed. coefficient alpha for
the entire TUPA was .97t6. This was higher than the alpha
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for the L05 TU items (alpha=.9642) and the 32 pA items

(alpha=.8982) .

Factor analysis of all the measures of time urgency and

related constructs arising from the SWS, TUPA, TOS, WOL, and

ASr produced a six factor solution using varimax rotation.
Tabre 7 shows the sorted, rotated factor loadings. Figure 4

shows the scree plot of eigenvalues and the variance

accounted for by each factor.

The first factor consists of seven variables with
factor loading greater than .60. AlL measures of time
urgency and perpetual activation developed by l{right and

associates both from the TUPA and the ASr are among these.
rn addition, the vtoI, scale that measures non-mutuality is
among the variables loading high on factor one. Two of
Landyrs Likert scares (conpetitiveness and speech patterns)

load high as well. A third such scale (Task-Related Hurry)

and one BARS (deadline control) l-oad moderately (between .4o

and .59). This factor al-one accounts for 3s.42 of the total
variance. This factor is, in the opinion of this author the
one best labeled rrTime urgency/Perpetual Activation., rt is
noteworthy that the globaI Type A/B measure used. in this
study loads less than .30 on this factor.
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Factor two consists of four of the six sws subscales.

Three of those (competition, rmpatience, Anger) road high
and the fourth (Tine urgency) loads rnoderately. The General

Hurry Tos Likert scale arso loads high on this factor. rn
addition, the global Type A/B measure loads high on this
factor. This factor accounts for 1,3.72 of the total
variance. ?he label rrHard-driving, competitive rrnpatiencert

may best describe this factor.
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TUSr
PA
TOS5
PASI
TOSl
TU
woL
BARST
TOS4
BARS3

sws6
SWSTOTA]-
SF¡S1

sws2
TOS3
sws4

TOS2
BARS6

BARS4
BARS2
BARS5
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Factor three consists of
scales from the TOS, one from

from the Likert section. Both
account for 7.OZ of the total

Factor four consists of three of the seven BARS

(Nervous Energy, Speech Patterns, List-Making). These

variables load high and together account for 6.1"2 of the
total variance.

Factor five consists of the SWS scales for Job

Dissatisfaction that loads high and the BARS for awareness
of time that has a high negative loading. For the student
sample used in this study, this factor may represent
dissatisfaction with unstimul-ating part-time work and/or
boredom/dissatisfaction with school. rt seems that being
aware of the passing of units of time is negatively rerated
to this kind of dissatisfaction. This factor accounts for
5.42 of the total variance.

Factor six, although accounting for only A.LZ of the
total variance, may be important because its prirnary
component is the scale from the ASI that assesses anger-
in/Out. Since it loads high but negative, it represents
anger-in. The sws work involvement scale also loads high on

this factor. This factor night well be termed ilWork

preoccupied internal izer . tl

the two eating behaviour
the BARS section and the other
load high and together they
variance.
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To attempt to address the question of the invariance of
all the measures of time urgency and related constructs
arising from the S!.tS, TUPA, TOS, WOL, and ASI separate
factor analyses were performed for those subjects above and

below the mean on the TU scale from the TUpA. If the
measures are invariant then they should load together on the
same factors both for subjects high on time urgency and for
low time urgency subjects. The three components of the ASr

and the two components of the TUPA measure and the I,IOL, at1
developed by vüright and associates meet this criterion of
invariance. This is also true for the sI^is rmpatience and

Anger subscales, the two eating behaviour scales from the
TOS (one BARS and one Likert), and the Speech patterns and

Nervous Energy BARS from the TOS. Of all the measures the
Likert section of the TOS has the lowest invariance,
foltowed closely by the sws . when one considers that the
factor accounting for the most variance (34.92) in the
entire sampre is the one that consists mainly of invariant
measures, it leads to the conclusion that factor one courd
be the best single measure of the characteristic of time
urgency/perpetual activation.

Since the proposal for the present study was approved,
the author has become familiar with techniques of
hierarchicar cruster anarysi-s that are better suited (than
the techniques originally proposed) to d.iscovering the
relationships among measures of time urgency and other
constructs that may be related to time urg,ency. Using
cluster anaì-ysis with stepwi_se discriminant analysis
provj-des a powerful method that goes beyond the factor
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analysis and canonical correlation analysis originally
proposed. One great advantage is that the relationships
among a inultitude of measures and methods of classification
or description can be evaluated simultaneously. Using
cluster analysis with discriminant analysis it is
unnecessary to do pairwise comparisons of the measures, an

approach that is both cumbersome and error-prone.

Cluster Analvsi s

Cluster analysis was performed using the Syn-Tax IV
(Podani, l-990) program HMCL, a prog:ram for generating
hierarchical classifications using one of eight
agglomerative sorting strategies that maximize the
homogeneity of clusters as assessed by one of three
homogeneity measures. That program offers Zg different
similarity measures and two alternate methods for resolving
ties encountered during the analysis.

Cluster analysis begins by computing a matrix of
sinilarities among the objects being clustered. These

objects can be subjects (cases) or variables (attributes of
subjects). Since, with the ratio and interval metric
information typically used in psychology, the
Pearson .cpl2product moment correlation coefficient is
routinery used to evaruate the rerationship amongi variables,
this similarity measure v/as selected for the cluster
analysis.
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The next step in agglornerati-ve cluster analysis is to
find objects or groups of objects that can be merged into a

single cluster according to some rule or sorting strategy.
Three of the eight avairable sortÍng strategies $¡ere tried
(ninirnization of the error sum of squares in new clusters,
minimization of variance in new crusters, and. minimization
of the increase of error sum of squares). The last method,
also known as wardrs method produced the most satisfactory
classi-fication. This d.etermination is based on subjective
criterj-a that derj-ve from the researcher I s experience with
such classifications. This is not unlike the decision of the
number of trmeaningfulrt factors one chooses to accept from a

factor analysis

The results of a cluster analysis are best represented
as a dendrogram, a branching tree structure that shows how

the objects and clusters of objects r¡/ere combined into
decreasing numbers of aggregations as the agglomerative
procedure prog'ressed. By examining the dendrogram, a

decision can be rnade concerning the point in the procedure
where an rrappropriatert number of meaningful clusters have
been identified. Figure 5 is the dendrogram that resulted
from the cluster analysis of 99 cases described by 25

measures derived from the various instruments used in this
research.

Since cluster analysis results in arranging objects
(subjects) into clusters even if there are in fact no

separable clusters in the data it can potentially Iead. to
misleading and false conclusions. One remedy to this
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potentiar problern ís to apply ordination techniques as werl
to the same data sets. This is vrhy the data analysis in this
study employed both principal components analysis with
orthogonar rotatj-on (Factor Anarysis) and correspondence
Analysis. The factor analysis has already been presented.
The integration of the information from the ordination
techniques and the cluster analysis wilr be presented later
in this section.

Once the number of clusters has been decided, the
membership of the crusters can be examined. This provides
information about which cases (subjects) have been grouped
together based on their similarity on the entire colrection
of measures and descriptors included in the analysis. Four
clusters v/ere identified from the cruster anarysis done on

the subjects.

When it is the variables that are clustered rather than
the subjects (by transposing the data matrix given as input
to the program) the result is crusters of variables similar
in the way subjects responses to those variables. The

clustering of variables has much in common with factor
analysis of variables based on subject data. The six
factors from the factor analysis of the art the measures of
time urgency and. rerated constructs arising from the sws,

TUPA, Tos and ASr are readily identified on the dendrogram
of varj-ables (see figure 7).
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Discrirninant analysis is one of the best ways to
determine the variables on which the members of clusters are
similar and the ways in which the clusters differ. rn this
study SPSSPC was used to do a stepwise discriminant
analysis. The first variable that entered the discriminant
function was the si^is anger subscare. clusters one, two, and

three had means (50.55, 49.OO, 55.48) higher than the grand
mean (47.59) and Cluster four had a mean (38.55) lowers than
the grand mean. This variable was subsequentry removed from
the discriminant function after Factor two ("Hard-driving,
Competitive Impatiencett) r¡/as added to the function at step
three. one way analysis of variance with the student-Newman-
Keuls rnultiple range test confirms a significant d.ifference
among the clusters (F(3,95):14.367, Þ (.05). Cluster four
was significantly lower than every other cluster. There was

significant heterogeneity of variance with Cluster three by

far the most variance and Cluster four showing the 1east.

The TU subscale of the TUPA entered the discriminant
function at step two. Clusters one and four had means

(294.45 and 294.71-) on this variable higher than the grand
mean (282.22). Clusters two and three had means (261.88 and

261'.24) lower than the grand mean. since this variable (Tirne

Urgency) is the first variabl-e that entered the discriminant
function that is not later removed, it becomes the primary
discriminator among the clusters. One way anal-ysis of
variance with the Student-Newman-Keuls multiple range test
confj-rmed a significant difference among the clusters
(F(3,95¡:6.257, p (.05). Both Clusters one and Cluster four
were significantly higher than both clusters two and three.



At step three, âs previously noted, factor two (ngard-
driving, competitive rrnpatience") entered the discriminant
function. clusters one and three had higher means (396.70
and 425.4t) than the grand mean (380.32). clusters two and

four had lower means (37i-.60 and 337.92) than the grand
mean. In many ways factor two is like a globaI Type A

measure and the high scoring clusters contain Type A

subjects and the 1ow scoring clusters contain Type B

clusters. The Global Type A measure from the SI¡IS that
entered the discriminant function at step ereven shows the
same pattern of means noted above for factor two. One way

anarysis of variance with the student-Newman-Keurs multiple
range test confirmed a significant difference among the
clusters (F(3,95):a2.144, p <.05). Cl_uster four was

significantly lower than other cluster and cluster three was

significantly higher than Cluster two.

This suggests that Time Urgency and globa1 Type A are
independent of each other. Both Type A and Type B

individuals can be Time urgent or not Time urgent as the
cluster means discussed above illustrate,
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At step four, âs previously mentioned, the SWS anger
scale is removed from the discriminant function.
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At step five, the SIrIS Job Dj_ssatisfaction subscale
entered the discriminant function. crusters two and three
(the low time urgency crusters) were the ones with the means

(54.13 and 47.52) higher than the grand mean (44.30).
cluster one had a mean (43.16) not substantially lower than
the grand mean while Cluster four (a high time urgency
cluster) had a mean (38.1-9) lower than the grand mean. One

way analysis of variance with the Student-Newman-Keuls

rnultiple range test confirmed a significant difference amongt

the clusters (F (3,95):11 .352 , p <. 05) . Cl-uster two was

significantly higher than every other cluster and cruster
four was significantly Lower than every other cluster.

At step six the SWS Impatience subscale entered the
discriminant function. Clusters one and three had higher
means (56.55 and 57.00) than the grand mean (51-.39).
crusters two and four had lower means (46.31- and 45.06) than
the grand mean. One way analysis of variance with the
Student-Newman-Keuls multiple range test confirmed a
significant difference among the clusters (F(3,95):19 .866,
p <.05). Both Clusters one and Cluster three hrere

significantly higher than both Clusters two and four.

At step seven the AI/OSI subscale entered the
discrirninant function. Clusters one and three had higher
means (6.67 and L.79) than the grand mean (i_.L0) . CLusters
two and four had lower means (-1.62 and -3.52) than the
grand mean. one way analysis of variance wíth the Student-
Newman-Keu1s murtiple range test confirmed a significant
difference among the clusters (F(3r95¡=5.932, p <.05).
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cluster two and cluster four were significantly lower than
Cluster one.

At step eight the Scheduling BARS entered the
discrininant function. Clusters one, two, and four had

higher means (4.55, 4.69, and 4.52) than the grand mean

(4.34). Cluster three had a lower mean (3.52) than the grand

mean. One way analysis of variance with the Student-Newman-

Keuls nultiple range test eonfirmed a significant difference
among the clusters (F(3,95):3.241,, p (.05) . Cluster one and

Cluster four were significantly hiqiher than Cluster three.
Even though Cluster two had a higher mean it was not
significantly higher than cluster three. This j-s undoubtably
a function of the smaller size of this cluster and the
higher within-group variabil-ity.

At step nine the WOL scale entered the discrimínant
function. Clusters one and four had higher means (t6.2g and

16.81-) than the grand mean (l-5.85). Clusters two and three
had lower means (14.38 and 14.90) than the grand mean. One

$¡ay analysis of variance with the SÈudent-Newman-Keu1s

multiple range test confirmed a significant difference among

the clusters (F(3,95):5.1-31, p <.05). Both Clusters one and

Cluster four were significantly higher than both Clusters
two and three.
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At step ten the SWS l,Iork fnvolvement scale entered the
discriminant function. Cluster one and four (43.26 and

44.LO) did not differ markedly from the grand mean (44.O7).
cluster two had a lower mean (39.88) than the grand mean and

cluster three had a higher mean (48.43) than the grand mean.

one way analysi-s of variance does not confirm a significant
difference among the clusters (F(3,95):1.BOO, p ).05). This
means that the incremental contribution of this variable to
the discriminant function v¡as not reflected in overall
differences among the clusters.

At step eleven the SWS G1obal Type A/Type B scale
entered the discriminant function. clusters one and three
had higher means (294.52 and 3L7.52) than the grand mean

(285.34). Cluster four had a lower means (2SS.Z9) than the
grand mean. Cluster two had a mean (283.56) just slightly
lower than the grand mean. one way analysis of variance with
the Student-Newman-Keu1s multiple range test confirmed a

significant difference among the clusters (F(3r9S¡:11 .763,
p <.05). Cluster three was significantly higher than every
other cruster. cruster four was significantly lower than
every other cluster.

At step twelve the TUSI entered the discriminant
function. clusters one and four had higher means (67.g7 and

67.34) than the grand mean (64.39) . clusters two and three
had lower means (59.20 and 58.84) than the grand mean. One

way analysis of variance with the Student-Newman-Keuls

nultiple range test confirmed a significant difference among

the clusters (F(3,95):3.554, p <.05). Cluster two was



significantly lower than C1uster.

Figure 6 summarizes the way the four clusters d.iffered
on the discriminating variables. At this point it, is
appropriate to summarize the characteristics of the four
clusters and to contrast them.
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cluster one members (n:31) were individuals most rike
what one considers the "prototypicar'r Type A. They rrere high
on ang:er, anger-out, Impatience, Non-mutuality in decision
making and Time Urgency.

Cluster three members (n:21) $/ere also Type A but they
díffered from those in cluster one by not being Time urgent,
not being strong on scheduling, being much more work
involved and higher in Job Dissatisfaction than the members

of any other cluster.

Cluster two members (n:16) were almost the exact
opposite of the members of Cluster one. These were the
rrprototypicalrr Type B subjects.

Cluster four members (n:31_) were also Type B but they
differed from those in cruster two in that they r¡rere- very
time urgent and high on non-mutual decision making. They
hrere lower in Job Dissatisfaction than both clusters of non-
Time Urgent individuals. The existence of a large (31,/gg)
group of time urgent Type B individuals is remarkable given
that tirne urgency has Ìong been considered a main feature of
the Type A Behaviour pattern. This suggests that time
urgency is not by any means restricted to that group.

Cluster analysis of all the rneasures of ti-me urgency
and related constructs arising from the sws, TUPA, Tos, wol,,
and ASf produced a dendrogram (Figure 7 in which six
clusters were easily identified. The largest cl_uster
consisted of seven of the nine variabLes that Load high on

Factor one. clusters that correspond to Factor two, Factor
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three and Factor four were readily discernible. Given that
both factor analysis and cluster analysis begin with a

matrix of sirnilarities (correlations) and then arrange the
objects accordj-ng to these siinilarities, it was not
unexpecÈed that the results were similar despite the fact
that cluster analysis, unlike the factor analysis done,
uses no rotation procedures. the sinilarity of the solutions
of these two procedures provides convergent evidence for the
relationships among the measures.

Correspondence Analvsis

using the syn-Tax rv PRrNcoMp program a correspondence
analysis was performed. This involves a simultaneous
ordination of cases and variabres and is especially valuabre
in clarifying the rel-ationships between them. This analysis
lras done by syrnmetrically weighting the cases and variabres
in determining the coordinates. correspondence anarysis is
also known as reciprocal averaging. In effect, this
technique does a conjoj-nt principat components analysis
between cases and variables. This analysis was done to
confirm the results of the cluster analysis of cases and to
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relate it to the results of the factor analysis of
variables. The most useful part of the output is the
scatterplots of cases and variables using the coordinates
determined by the analysis. since the first two components
are always the ones that account for the most variance (in
this instance 27 .98 and L6.5 62) , using these components as

the axes for plotting is the most informative. Figure I
shows the variables plotted on first two components of
correspondence analysis with the variable codes replaced by
the factor number on which the variabl-e loads most strongly.
The sign before the factor number d.ifferentiates strong
positive and negative loading variables. Figure 9 shows the
cases plotted on the first two components of correspondence
analysis v¡ith the case numbers repraced by number of the
cluster to which the case belongs. ft is informative to
examine the dendrogram of cases and this plot
simuLtaneousty. The dendrogram when viewed from the top
downwards shows that cluster four splits from all the other
cases first. This means it is the most dissinilar from the
other three clusters. This is why the cluster four members

are the most easily seen as a distinct aggregat,e on the
scatterpl-ot. The next cluster to split from the rest is
Cluster three. It too is fairly easy to identify on the
scatterplot. while cruster 2 is tighter than cluster one,
there is considerable overlap between these two crusters on
the scatterplot. This is consistent with the observation
that in the discrininant analysis g.7z (t / 

=r) 
of the cruster
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one members r^tere misclassified as belonging to Cluster two
and 6.32 ('/ru) of the Cluster two members vrere
misclassified as belonging to Cluster one. The other
rniscrassifications involved clusters one and three, the two
Type A cl-usters.

Comparison of Contrasted Groups

One way to evaluate the validity of a construct (in
this case, tirne urgency) is to admj-nister measures of it to
groups believed to differ for theoretical reasons. rf the
expected differences on the measures are observed then this
provides converging evidence for construct validity
(Anastasi, I976).

Analvsis of variance

The CLuster analysis of subjects identified four
clusters of individual-s who r,/ere simi-lar to each other on
the dependent variabl-es used to assess constructs related to
time urgency. The factor analysis identified si-x clusters
of variables to which subjects tended to respond sinirarly.
since the membership of clusters and the composition of
factors Ìrrere determj-ned independently, the rerationship
among the clusters of subjects and factors (clusters of
variables) shoul-d serve to clarify the constructs assessed
in this study.

Factor one (tine urgency/perpetual activation) would be
expected to show effects between the time urgent crusters
and the non-tj-me urgent clusters. One way analysis of
variance with the student-Ner^man-Keuls multiple range test
confirmed a significant difference among the cl-usters
(F(3'95):6.438t p <.05) as predicted. clusters one and four
(*:398.56 and 1:403.53) were significantly greater than
Clusters two and three.
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Factor two (Hard-driving, competitive rmpatience) would
be expected to show effects between the irnpatient clusters
(one and three) and the patient clusters (two and four). one
vray analysis of variance with the student-Newman-Keurs
murtiple range test confirmed a significant difference among
the clusters (F(3,95):12.L44, Þ (.05). Cluster three
(*:425.408) was signif icantly greater than Cl-uster two
(l=37L.596) , and Cluster four (1=337.gL7) . Cluster one
(*=396.695) r^/as significantly greater than cluster four but
not different from cruster two. Thus it was possibre to
confirm the predicted differences in three out of four
comparisons.

Factor three (eating behavi-our) would not be expected
to show any between-clusters effects as the constituent
variables \^/ere not useful as discriminators among the
clusters. The one v/ay analysis of variance f ail-ed to f ind a
significant difference among the clusters (F(3, 95¡ :1 .772,
p >.05).

Factor four (Nervous Energy, Speech patterns, List-
Makíng) would not be expected to show any between crusters
effects as the constituent variables were not usefur as
discriminators among the crusters. The one way analysis of
variance failed to find a significant difference among the
clusters (F(3,95¡:6.959r Þ >.05).

Factor 5 (Job Dissatisfaction, low awareness of time)
would be expected to show effects between the crusters high
on Job Dissatisfaction (clusters two and three) and the
cluster low on Job Dissatisfaction (cluster four). one v/ay
analysis of variance with the student-Newman-Keuls multiple
range test confirmed a significant difference among the
clusters (F(3,95)=12.505, p (.05). Cluster two (l:39.253)
and cluster three (1:34.142) were significantty greater than
Cl-uster four (i:26.401) .
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Factor six (Work preoccupied internalízer) would be
expected to show effects between clusters high on anger-in
(cluster four) and clusters high on anger-out (cruster one)
and between crusters high on work invol-vement (cluster
three) and clusters low on work invorvement (cluster two).
one way analysis of variance with the student-Newman-Keuls
rnultiple range test confirmed a significant difference amongt

the clusters (F(3,95)=4.326, p <.05). Cluster four
(Ì:25.4o8) and cluster three (*=23.749) were significantly
greater than Cluster one (l:17.484). This analysis, then,
$/as able to confirm only the former of the above
predictions. since work involvement was not as important a
discriminator among clusters as v/as anger-in/anger-out this
outcome is not difficult to understand.

urgent individuaLs ¡,¡ould perform more poorly on the DRL

task, a multivariate analysis of variance was perforrned on
the mean decision time, response time, theå of responses
made during the specified timer intervar and total number of
responses required to achieve the learning criterion using
the TU scores from the TUpA, split at the mean, as the
independent variable. This time urgency measure T¡ras selected
over the sl^rs time urgency scare and the TUSr because it is
based on the largest number of items and seems to have good
face validity. No significant effect was obtained for any of
the dependent variables.

The observational- measures hrere evaluated as forlows:
the sum of the frrestlessrr behaviours ratings observed over
the five one-minute intervals of the ttwaitingrr period was
evaluated using MANovA with TU and pA split at the mean as
the independent variables. There \,r/ere no main ef fects for
either TU or PA and no interaction effect between them. All

Behavioural task. To test
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F ratios $/ere less than L.oo. rn addition a between-groups x
Minute repeated measures ANovA was performed to see if the
group differences change over tine at different rates (í.e.,
to see if there is an interaction between group and tj-me on
restlessness) . There r¡/as no repeated-measures effect nor any
interaction between the independent variables and the
repeated factor or among the independent variables. Ar1 F
ratios r,/ere less than t-.oo and therefore not significant.

Repeated measures analvsis of vari ance

In the TUPA, subjects rated how often they engage in
various time urgent and perpetually active behaviours.
Foll-owj-ng the TUPA they were asked to consider ten randomly-
selected behaviours from each of the three response
categories (A1ways, Almost Always, Almost Never) that
indicated some frequency of engaging in tine urgent
behaviour. For each itern the subj ects $/ere presented with
the two feeling/belief statements shown i_n Figure 1 and
asked to indicate how often they reacted that way when
engaging in the specified behaviour. with two questions for
each of behaviourar item and three categories of ten items,
thís amounted to a total of 60 follow-up questions on the
TUPA. Repeated measures ANovAs were perforrned with time-
urgiency (high versus Iow TU score) as the grouping factor
and the frequency of engaging ín tj-me urgent behavioural
examples as a within-subjects factor and two belief
statements concerning ti-rne urgent behaviours as dependent
variables. Table I summarizes the means and standard
deviations for these two analyses.
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On the analysis of the average response to the item,
rr!'ihen r act this way r feel r have more contror over things
around me and the rewards and benefits r get out of what r
dortt the following results t¡ere obtained. There was a
significant (F(1197)=21-.05, Þ <.05) main effect for TU. The
time urgent subjects had higher ratings on the itern at ar1
three frequency levels. There was a significant
(F(2,96)=132.958, p <.05) repeated-measures effect for
Frequency. on the one to seven Likert scale the mean ratings
for the low and high TU subjects hrere Always(-x:4.274 versus
*:5. 3O2) , Almost Always (l:4.406 versus Í:5. I57) , and. Almost
Never (I:2.836 versus I:3.61-0). It shoul-d be noted that
there was significant heterogeneity of variance (Bartlett-
Box F(1,,282L9) - 8.L3824, p - .004) for the frAlways[ ceII
with the greater variability originating with the non-time
urgent subjects. There was no signifi-cant interaction
between TU and Frequency (F(2,96):9.587 r p >.05).

On the analysis of the average response to thè item, rI
believe this example describes a healthy way to act that
helps me be more successful and effective at the things I
do,tt the followj-ng results were obtained. There was a
significant (F(1,97)=1-2.74, p <.05) main effect for TU. The
time urgent subjects had higher ratings on the item at all
three frequency levels. There was a significant
(F(2,96)=90.361-, p <.05) repeated-measures effect for
Frequency. on the one to seven Likert scale the mean ratings
for the low and high TU subjects v/ere Always(*:4.014 versus
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A t ways
Time
Urgency Mean Std. Dev.

Lor{ 4.274 1.810
High 5.302 1.191

Èlean 4.783 1.612

rrtlhen I act this way I feet I have more control over things
around me and the rerards and benefits I get out of rihat I do,"

Frequency Category of engaging in time-urgent behavior

Atmost Atuays

Mean Std. Dev.

A I ways
T ime
Urgency Mean Std. Dev.

Lor¡ 4.014 1.601
Hish 4.786 1.145

I'lean 4.396 1.440

4.406
5.157

1.778

"l betieve this exanrpte describes a heatthy Hay to âct
that hetps me be more successfut and effective

at the things I do."

Frequency Category of engaging in time-urgent behavior

1.070 2.836
.87? 3.ó10

1 -043 3-219

Almost Never

llean Std. Dev.

Atmost Atxays

Mean Std. Dev.

4.166 .992

.857

.945

-974

4.591

4.378
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l¡

50
19

99

TABLE 8
I'leans and S.D.rs of time urgent beliefs

by TU scores

Atmost Never

lilean Std- Dev-

.850

.945

2.814
3.455

3.131

.901

.9n

-988

N

50
49

99



*=4.786) , ALmost Alvrays(1:4.166 versus *:4 .Sg4) , and Almost
Never (*:2.8L4 versus 1:3.455). ft should be noted
that .pathere was significant heterogeneity of variance
(Bart1ett-Box F(1,282]-9) : Z.28506, p - .OZ2) for the
rrArways' celI with the greater variabi]-ity originating viith
the non-time urgent subjects. There was no significant
interaction between TU and Frequency (F(2,96):1 .4O3,
p >.0s).

Post hoc analyses on pairs of frequency categories
(e.9., À1ways, Almost Never) revealed that the repeated
measures effect was due entirely to the differences between
responses to the rrAl-most Neverrt behaviours and the two other
frequency levels. The main effect for time urgency was
consj-stent no matter what levels of the within-subjects
factor was being examined. The tail probabilities for these
post-hoc tests hrere so small that the use of adjustments to
control experiment-wise error would not alter the
conclusions.

A simil-ar analysis was performed with cl-uster Ínstead
of time urgency as the independent variable. Tab1e g

summarizes the means and standard deviations for these tv¡o
analyses. On the analysis of the average response to the
item, rrwhen r act this way r feel r have more contror over
things around me and the rewards and benefits r get out of
what r dorttthe following results $/ere obtained. There was a
significant maj-n effect for Cluster (F(3,95)=6.65, p <.05),
a significant repeated-measures effect for Frequency
(F(2,94):119.828, p <.05) and no significant interaction
between Cluster and Frequency (F(6r190):1 .751", Þ ).05). It
should be noted that there was significant heterogeneity of
variance for the rrAlwaysfr ceIl with the least variability
originating with the subjects in cluster four. cluster four,
followed closery by cluster one had higher ratings on the
item at all three frequency levers than cluster two and
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Cluster three. On a one to seven Likert scale the mean
ratings for clusters one through four v¡ere Arways(1=4.96g1
3.925, 4.1-38, 5.477), Almost Always(i:4.958, 4.294, 4.3O5,
5.1-68), and Almost Never (*:3.284, 3.244, 2.7!4, 3.494). The
means from Table I and Tabl-e 9 are graphically represented.
in Figure l-0.

On the analysis of the average response to the item, rI
believe this example describes a healthy way to act that
helps me be more successful and effective at the things I
do, tt the following results were obtained. There was a
signif icant mai-n effect for Cluster (F (3, 93):3 .2, , p <.05) ,
a significant repeated-measures effect for Frequency
(F(2,94):69.453, p <.05) and no significant interaction
between Cluster and Frequency (F(6r190¡:1.844t p >.05). It
should be noted that there was significant heterogeneity of
variance for the rrAlwaysrr cell with the l-east variability
originating with the subjects in cruster four. cluster four
and cruster one had higher ratings on the item at alÌ three
frequency leveLs than Cluster two and Cluster three. On a
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CLUSTER 1

CLUSTER 2
CLUSTER 3
CLUSTER 4

Itlean

A I ways

Mean Std. Dev.

4.968 1.601
3.925 1 .906
4.138 1 -770
5.177 .898

4.783 1.612

I'l.Jhen I act this Hay I feel I have more control over things
around me and the rerards and benefits I get out of xhat I do.rt

Frequency Category of engaging in time-urgent behavíor

Atmost Atways

Mean Std. Dev-

4.958
4.294
4 .305
5.1ó8

4 -778

CLUSTER 1

CLUSTER 2
CLUSTER 3
CLUSTER 4

Mean

A I ways

rrl betieve this exampte describes a heatthy Hay to act
that hetps me be more successful and effective

at the things I do.t'

Frequency Category of engaging in time-urgent behavior

.892 3.284
1.133 3.244
1.143 2.714
.878 3.484

1.043 3.219

Atmost Never

I'lean

4.568
3.681
3.88ó
4:939

4.396

Meân Std. Dev. N

Std. Dev.

1.455
1 .804
1-436
.933

1 -t+t+O

Almost Atways

.897 31

.974 16
1.054 21
.921 31

.978 99

I'lean

4.635
3.956
1.157
4.487

4.378

r.06

Std. Dev.

.792
1.107
1 .078

.831

.945

Almost Never

Means and s.o.,=tå?tEr3" ,.tn"nr beliefs
by cluster

I'lean

3.206
3.119
2.867
3.242

3.131

Std. Dev. N

1.047 31
.821 16
.988 21

1.020 31

.988 99
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one to seven Likert scale the mean ratings for clusters one
through four rrere Always (i:4.568, 3.681, 3.996, 4.93g),
Almost Always(l:4.635, 3.956, 4.L57, 4.487) , and Almost
Never (l:3.206, 3.11-9 , 2.967 , 3.242) .

Post hoc analyses on pairs of frequency categories
(e.g., Always, Almost Never) revealed that the repeated
measures effect was due entirely to the differences between
responses to the tfAlmost Neverrr behaviours and the two other
frequency leveIs. The main effect for cluster was consistent
no matter what leve1s of the within-subjects factor was
being exami-ned for the question concerning control. For the
question concerning rra healthy way to act' the effect for
cruster did not hord up when the rrAlmost Always' and tAlmost
Neverrr behaviours v/ere compared. The tair probabilities for
these post-hoc tests that were significant were so smarL
that the use of adjustments to control experiment-wise error
(e.9., Dunnts test) would not alter the conclusions.

Other Analvses

I.Ihile the main reason for including the woI, scare was
to rnake the DRL task seem more meaningful to the
experimental subjects than the DRL procedure reported by
Glass (1,977), the correlation between this score and
measures of time urgency was examined to evaluate the
hypothesis that inappropriate social control is rer-ated to
tirne urgency. rt was expected that time urgent individuals
night use this non-mutual approach to decision-making to
circumvent or avoid the delays and interruptions that go
along with negotiation and coll-aborative decision making.
The observed correlation v¡as r:.749O, p < .OOl_. Since the
woI, scare itself is nested in what seemed a difficult and
frustrating task, the scores derived from that task may have
to be interpreted with caution. The effect of the difficulty
of the task, if âñy, woul-d have been to attenuate the
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relationship between the VíOL and other time urgency
variables by decreasing the consistency of the subjectsl
responses. No estimate of internal consistency for this
scale was computed because the way the IVOL item responses
$/ere recorded within the context of the DRL task made
extracting the responses extremery awkward. Given that the
wol, variabre loaded high on factor one, one may infer that
the responses on that questionnaire v/ere not adversely
affected to any great degree.
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Summary of the findinqs
one major finding of this study was the identification

of four clusters of individuals based on the tirne urgency
and related measures used. of particular interest was the
discovery of a group of time urgent Type B individ.uals as
large as the group of time urgent Type A individuals. The
possible implications of cluster membership and relative
risk for CHD are discussed below.

A second important finding was that tine urgent
individuals perceive their characteristj-c behaviour to
enhance their sense of control over their environment and
the reinforcement they get from their environment. They also
perceive their time urgent behaviour as healthy and as
something that contributes to their success and
effectiveness. The implications of these beliefs are
discussed further bel-ow

A third finding was that the DRL task did not reproduce
the findings of Glass (t977). The reasons for this failure
to conceptually replicate those results are discussed belor¡¡.

A fourth finding of this study is that tine urgency and
perpetual activation may not be meaningfully distinct. The
concepts, taken together, fray have predictive value but they
are so highly correrated that distinguishing between them
may not be product j-ve.

Clusters of subjects and CHD risk

The cluster analysis of cases and the discrj_minant
analysis to identify the variables that best distinguish one
cluster from another was the part of the data analysis that
provided the most information about the distribution of the
characteristics measured by the instruments emproyed. in thís

Discussion
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study.

A fundamental question that follows from this research
concerns the degree to which members of the four clusters
might be at risk for coronary Heart Disease. cluster one
seems to have the characteristics most like those
individual-s who score high on measures of potentiar for
Hostility (PoHo) that is scored on overt psychological and
behavioural responses that indicate anger, irritation and
resentment to frustrating events. Matthews et â1, (L977)
found that cLinicar cHD cases were higher than age-matched
healthy controls on seven variables including, potential for
Hostility, Anger dj-rected outward, and rrritation at waiting
in lines. The combined ef f ects of tirne urgency and ang'er-out
may be associated with greater risk than either separately.
This suggests that members of this cluster may be at the
greatest risk of aLl the clusters for cHD. rt has been shown
that aggressive, hostile individuals secrete more
norepinephine (NE) than more passj-ve, anxious persons
(Friedman, St. George, Byers, & Rosenman, 1960): Sudden
rereases of NE result in rapid changes in cardiovascurar
response. when such releases are associated with a survival
response to actual danger they would be adaptive. when they
occur chronically ín response to stímuli that elicit
Hostility and anger the repeated effects on the
cardiovascular system may be damaging. This excessive r¡rear

and tear may contribute to the development of
atherosclerosis (hardening of the arteries) and CHD.

Cluster three members, while having the tendency to be
hard-driving, competitive and impatient and to express their
anger outwardly, differ from those in cluster one. They are
not inclined to work under extreme time pressure or to
schedule their time tightly. They tend to be work involved
and lose track of time. They are better at collaborating
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r¡¡ith others and would likely experience less interpersonal
conflict in that they are less inclined to non-mutuality in
decision-making. Since they are not time urgent, many of the
disruptions and obstacles to making progress on work that
evoke extreme emotional outbursts in cluster one members
would likely not do so j-n cluster three members. Cluster
three members are also more likely to experience job
dissatisfaction. This may be the result of the high
expectations that they hold for themselves, characterÍstic
of hard-driving, competitive individuals, which may be
thwarted by their poorer organizational skills and 1ow

awareness of time. One might suspect that they would be
prone to making internal attributions for difficulties and.

failures in areas related to work and achievement because
they are much less Iikely to find events and individuals
around them to be obstacles to their getting done the things
they feel must be completed. This pattern of characteristics
may make them more prone to depression and possibly
gastrointestinal- problems such as peptic ulcers. This group
would likely be at lower risk for CHD than Cluster one
because they do not possess the combination of anger-out and
tirne urgency.

Cluster two members are intuitively the least at risk
for CHD. They are not time urgent, or impatient. They tend
to suppress reactions to frusLrating events. They are easy-
going, non-competitive and do not force their decisions on
others. They tend to be high on job dissatisfaction but are
low on work-involvement. This suggests they are bored rather
than frustrated with their work.

Cluster four are the time urgent Type B individuals.
They actively organize their tirne and prefer to work under
pressure. Cluster four individuals are prone to non-mutual
decision-naking that may bringr them into conflict with
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others. They face more frustrations than other Type Brs
because events or individuals that obstruct or deray their
work or plans. They are not particularly impatient with
others who work slowly and tend not to express their anger.
rt is difficult to speculate where members of cluster four
stand with regard to risk for cHD. Being Iow on anger-out
could mean they are at lower risk than those in cluster one
(Matthews et aI, t977). Subjects high on anger-in, on the
one hand, faced with repeated disruptions to their schedules
and plans that would engender frustration and resentment
could be at greater risk for coronary heart disease relative
to those low on anger-in (MacDougall et aI, Lggs). anger-in
is associated with seethi-ng qualities, muscle tension, and
reluctance to complain about obvious annoyances (wright &

Schnidt-Walker, l-990) . Spielbergey, Johnson, Russe1l, Crane,
Jacobs, & worden (L985) summarize the findings of Johnson
F-9e4) concerning the relationship between anger expression
and blood pressure. They report positive correrations
between anger-in and elevated systolic and diastolic blood
pressure in both male and femare high school students.
El-evations in systolic blood pressure, it, is often
suggested, damage the inner lining of the coronary arteries,
increasing the probability of atherosclerosis and subsequent
coronary heart disease (Herd, L978 (cited in sieger, l-985) ).

ft is interesting that the SWS anger scale was the
first to enter the discriminant analysis of the crusters.
According to the authors the definition of this scale (as
noted in Table f-) is, I'Onets propensity to become
antagonized, resulting in an emotj_onal excitement
characterized by an evident display of feelings (frushed
cheeks, accelerated heart rate), and a desire or intent to
punish or seek revenge (Jackson and Mavrogiannis , !gg7,
Table 7, p. 5) .rr This definition suggests both a tend.ency
to be angry and hostile. clusters one and three r,Jere both
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high and cluster four was extremely low on this dimensÍon.

The existence of as large a cruster of Time urgent Type
B subjects as of Time urgent Type A subjects poses a probrem
for the crassic definition of the Type A behaviour pattern.
The definition presented earrier in this paper (Glass, Lg77)
clearly links high tirne urgency with Type A and low time
urgency with Type B. rn contrast the results of this study
suggest that time urgency varies independently with the
other components of the Type A Behaviour pattern (TABP). Not
onry does this suggest that the definition of the TABp may
need to be revised but it may help to explain the apparent
failure of recent studies (e.g., Ruberman, I.leinblatt,
Goldberg & Chandbury, L984; Sheke1le, Hulley, Neaton,
Billings, Borhani, Gerace, Jacobs, Lasser, Mittlemark &

Stam1er, 1"985¡ Case, He11er, Case & Moss, l-9B5; Sheke1le,
GaLe & Norusis, t-985) to support the association between
TABP and cHD. Depending on the degree to which the global
measure used to define the Type A and Type B groups weights
Time Urgency, the resulting groups of Type A (and Type B)
individuals in different studies courd differ markedly on
time urgency. rn addition, different approaches to sampling
and different initial populations could also result in
groups of Type Ats in different studies that are not
comparable on time urgency. ff time urgency, either
separately or in combination with other components of the
TABP is an important predictor of cHD then TABP studies that
failed to assess this characteristic may have erred in
assessing the risk factors for CHD.
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since the literature seems to irnplicate both anger-in
through its role on bl-ood pressure and anger-out (and
hostility) through greater cardiovascurar reactivity to
challenge as risk factors for cHD, it may be necessary to
look at factors that determine or infl-uence the likelihood
of either extreme of anger expression. For time-urgent,
irnpatient individuals many situations hold the potentiar for
anger responses. A person who is constantly vigilant for
events or individuals that may represent obstacres to
meeting important deadlines may be prone to forming cynical,
mistrustful attitudes towards others and well- as to extremes
of anger expression. Alternativery, individuars with hostile
attitudes may tend to be more impati-ent with others they
perceive to be slow or incompetent. flhile anger expression
and its physiologicar consequences may be an important part
of the mechanism leading to the development of cHD, time
urgency and inrpatience may be an irnportant trigger for those
emotional responses (i.e., anger) and attitudes
(i.e., hostility) .

since it would appear that time urgency is moderatery
correlated with the SWS anger subscale (r:.2934, p < .01)
and the Ar/osr (r:.27o8, p < .01) yet loads on a different
factor than these anger measures, it is crear that tine
urgency is a distinct characteristic. rt is more reasonable
to postuLate a causar role for time urgency in producing
anger/hostiríty than the converse. rf time urgency is an
i-rnportant contributor to anger and Hostility then j_t may be
both an important characteristic to assess those at risk and
a useful target for treatment. Focussing on tine urgency may
have irnportant clinicar ínplications for assessment and
treatment. Targeting a characteristic such as time urgency
which may result in anger and extreme emotional and
physiologicar responses may meet with ress resistance in
therapy than targeting a cynicar and mistrustfur attitude
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(hostility) .

The analysis of the folIow-up questions to the TUpA crearry
suggest that time urgent individuals perceive the tirne
urgent/perpetually active behaviours in which t.hey
frequentry engage to enhance their contror over situations
and their outcomes. They arso perceive these behaviours to
be hearthy and factors that contribute to their success and.
effectiveness. rf future research demonstrates that time
urgency is an independent risk factor for cHD then the goal
of nodifying this characteristic would take on considerable
importance. The beliefs characteristic of tirne urgrent
individuars may be considered irrational beliefs that
maintain the time urgency. since these beriefs associate
positive outcomes (i.e., greater control-, better outcomes,
greater heal-th and increased success and productivity) with
time urgent behaviour, tirne urgent subjects are IikeIy to
self-reinforce such behaviours even if the immediate
consequences (e.9., interpersonal confl-ict) might normally
be expected to reduce the frequency of such behaviours. For
this reason, it is suggested, these betiefs may maintain the
tirne urgent pattern of behaviour despite possibre adverse
long-term consequences to health. The beliefs are referred
to as irrationaL because there may not be any empirical_
evidence that the perceived benefits actualry accrue to the
individual who chronically engages in time urgent
behaviours. A therapeutic approach designed to test and
refute these irrational beriefs could be designed along the
lj-nes of cognitive-behavioural interventions that are
successfully used to treat the irrational beriefs that
contribute to and maintain depression (Beck, Rush, Shaw, &

Emery, 1-979) .

Beliefs of time urcrent subiects
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The DRL task: A failure to replicate previous findings

The DRL task used in this study failed to replicate the
findings of Glass (L977). rt was expected that time urgent
individuals would require more trials to rearn to answer
during the correct intervar and that their mean deray before
answering would be lower than non-time urgent subjects. This
may have been the resul-t of procedural problems that
obscured possible group differences in performance. The
interviewers/experimenLers in this study repeatedly noticed
that those individuals who seemed the most time urgent
during the interview and observation period were most rikery
to rush ahead into the DRL task without having understood
the requirements of the task. often the experimenter had to
intervene and allow the subject to begin the task again with
the instructions when it became clear the subject had no
idea what Èhe task required of thern. This may have aIÌowed
them to benefit from practice and perform better on the task
than if they had received only one trial. Another
observation concerning the time urgent subjects was that
some of thern who clearly understood the instructions either
worked very hard to discover the correct interval and then
used very deliberate methods to count out the time while
others responded almost inmediately despite the penalty for
doing so because it seemed they could not stand to wait to
respond. This observation was confirmed with several
subjects in informal discussions during the debriefing at
the end of the experimental session. The multivariate
analysis of variance, whiLe not finding a significant effect
for time urgency on the tiine waited before responding, did
note a heterogeneity of variance on that variable (Bartrett-
Box F(L,2821-9) :9.10868, p < .003). This was the result of
greater variance among the tine urgent subjects than the
non-time urgent subject¡. This is consistent with
the .cpEobserved greater variability in the behaviour of



subjects on the DRL task. The results fair to replicate the
effect, G1ass (1977) reported.

Caveats
one question that arises concerns the generalizability

of the results beyond the sample tested in this research.
Vühile nothing short of a repÌication with a sample drawn
from the general population will suffice to address this
question, the discussion above was based on the assurnption
that the rel-ationships observed with this sample wil1 apply
generally to any sample. The applicability of these results
to samples of varying educational and occupational,
socioeconomic status and gender needs to be evaluated in
future research.

Directions for future rêsêarc:h
Obviously a replj-cation of the results of the cluster

analysis would be critical. ft is particularly important to
confirm the existence of a group of time urgent Type B and
to verify that tirne urgency varies independently of the
other aspects of the TABP. fn doing such a replication it,
would be extrernely useful to include a measure of hostirity
such as the Cook-Med1ey Ho scale (Cook & Medley, a9S4). It
would also be worthwhile to score the interview (ASr) using
a variation of the Matthews, Glass, Rosenman and Bortner
(1-977) component scoring system for hostility or potential
for Hostility (PoHo). These additional measures coul-d be
included in the cluster analysis and the discriminant
analysis. The inclusion of these variables could resurt in a
changed cluster structure or may just help to better define
the nature of the differences among the clusters.
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Ànother important goal wourd be to show that the four
clusters can be distinguished reriably on the basis of their
behaviour. The behavioural observations made during the
five-minute f'waitingrr period and during the DRL task were
evaluated for overall activity Ievel and for signs of time
urgency and perpetual activation in only the most broad
fashion. Detailed examination of the specific behaviours
engaged in by mernbers of the four clusters may identify
behavioural differences among the crusters that may form the
basis of a more refined instrument for evaluating time
urgent behavi-our by direct observation. Another approach to
identifying behavioural differences in members of the
cl-usters would be to shor¿ that some sort of provocation or
experimental manipulation produces chang:es in observable
behaviour. For example, one could observe subjects for 5

minutes before and after either a non-provocative interview
or the Augmented structured rnterview. rf behaviours such
as clock watching, pacing, fidgeting or sighing increase
following the provocative ASI but not for the non-
provocative interview, and if these changes differed in
magnitude for rnembers of time-urgenL versus non-time urgent
crusters, then such findings would provide evidence for
behavioural differences among the clusters.

rn addition to seeking behaviourar indices of cluster
rnembership, it would be important to evaluate the risk
assocj-ated with cruster membership by seeking evidence of
differences in relevant physiological measures. some recent
research (Dion, Ready, Gerrard & Dyck, L99I) involving
pratelet function and two blood chemicals, thromboxane A,
(an important product of the platelets invol_ved in the
repair of vascular injury) and prostacyclin (pcl2, a
powerful inhibitor of platelet function) suggests that the
measurement of the relative proportion of thromboxane A, and.

Pcr2 in response to a suitable stressor like the sr or ASr

1L9



may be an appropriate indicator of pot,ential risk for the
development of CHD.

Another goar for future research would be to refine the
DRL procedure used in this study to eliminate the error
variance. Subjects should be given complete verbal
instructions and shourd mentally rehearse the procedure
before proceeding with the computer adninistered task. This
would allow all subjects to complete the task without
intervention or restarting and would eIíninate the variance
introduced by time urgent subjects proceeding with the task
without comprehending what is expected of them.

L20
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Appendix A

This survey contains sÈatements describing work-related
activities. You are asked to rate yourself by blackening the
bubbre on the rBM sheet that best describes how

characteristic or uncharacteristic each activity is of your

work-related behavior.

Although many of the statements in this questionnaire
describe activities at work or on the job, please consider
your studies as a form of work and interpret the statements

as describing activities related to your work as a student.
For example, you should interpret coworkers as fellow
students in your courses and supervj-sors as instructors. Try
to use all the categories from t- to 5 in rating yourself.
Answer every statement even if you are not completely sure

of your ans$/er. rf you feel that any statement cannot be

applied to a school setting, then imagine yourself in a work

setting and answer accordingly.

Use the fol-l-owing scale for each question:

Extremely characteristic -------+

SI^IS
Survey of Blork Styles

by
Douglas N. Jackson and Anna Mavrogiannis

L32

Moderately character j-stic-------
NeutraL- ----+

Moderately uncharacter istic--------+
Extremely uncharacteristic---+ 

I

3



Appendix A

Extremely characteristíc -------+
Moderately characteristic------- ---+

t_2345
l-. I become quite irritated when I have to wait in 1ine.

2. I rarely slam doors because I am angry.

3. Coworkers and friends would agree that I rtlive, eat,
and breatherr ny job.

4. Even when my work accumulates, I still take tirne for a
Iunch break.

5. I rarely get praise for a well-done job.

6. rt would not bother me if other workers had experienced
more success than I.

7. I do not get upset if I am interrupted while working.

8. I tend to lose my temper easily at work.

9. There are many things in rny life more important to me
than my job.

L0. r often have to hurry to finish a project because there
are so many other things to do.

l-1-. I enjoy ny job and like most of my coworkers.

L2. I would never let some one win a game.

1-3. Slow moving film plots bore me.

1-4. At work, I seldom feel grouchy

15. I f ind it dif f icult to rel-ax on weekends because I am
thinking about work.

l-6. I regularly engage in two or more activities at the
same tirne, like eating and reading.

L7. Supervisors impose unrealistic standards on my
performance.

l-8. r berieve that organizations work best when employees
don not compete with each other.

Moderately uncharacteristic--------+
Extremely uncharacteristic---+ 

I

Neutral- ----+
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Extremely characteristic -------+
Neutral- ----+

Moderately uncharacteristic--------+ 
IExtremely uncharacteristic---+ I I1-23

Moderately characteristic------- ---+

l-9. I would help a slow coworker, even if
progress on my own work.

20. My coworkers agree that I get angry frequently.
2L. r would leave a project or assignment unfinished if my

work shift was over.

22. often, r work under so much pressure that r find it,very difficult to stop during the day, even if I wanted
to.

23. There are many sources of personal satisfaction
work.

24. I try to seize every opportuníty for
work

25- vthen r have a project to complete, r become impatient
with the slightest interruption.

28. I seldom raise my voice when arguing.

27. My conversations are usually centred around. work-
related activities.

29. r am dissatisfied with the way my supervisor treats
subordinates.

30. r would rather have my work evaruated as a team member
rather than as an individual.

3L. r have no probrem with people who talk a lot and have
little to say.

L34

45

it delayed

32. llhen things go wrong at work, I sometimes lose
temper.

33. I seldom take my work home with me.

34. Because of deadlines, f have little t,iine
at work.

advancement at

rn my

to take breaks

my
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Extremely characterist ic-------
Moderately characteristic------- ---+

Neutral- ----+
Moderately uncharacteristic--------+ 

IExtremely uncharacteristic---+ I I

35. I feel that the quality of my work
supervisors.

36. Part of the satisfaction of doing a good job is showing
that I am better than other ernployees.

37. At work r find it irritating when people cannot come to
a decision quickly.

38. I would remain calm,
fun of me.

39. r often become so involved in rny work that r lose track
of time.

40- r rarery take so much work that r have too littre time
to finish it.

4L. I often feel concerned that my job has very little
future.

42 . Competition rareJ-y brings out the best in me.

43. T am patient with less competent coworkers.

44. r would react strongry if r were unfairly criÈicized at
v¡ork.

45. My work schedule allows me a good deal of time for
recreation.

345

is recognized by rny

even if people at work were making

13s

46. f often must work faster than most people

47. I find it easy to talk with my supervisor on the job.

48. I hate to lose in a competition, even when the stakes
are not high.

49. r find it quite annoying when coworkers are not on time
for a meeting.

50. I am tolerant of coworkers who try to annoy me.
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Extremely characteristic
Moderately characteristic------- ---+

12345
51-. All of my thoughts during a work day are rerated to my

j ob.

52. r rarery find myself working on a number of urgent
tasks at the same tine.

53. r would like to have more freedom to decid.e how to do
my work.

54. r have no interest in comparing my salary or position
to those of my peers.

55- T am patient with other employees who do not complete ajob on time.

56. I would retaÌiate if someone insulted me.

57. r would rarely cancer a sociar enqagement in order to
work.

Moderately uncharacteristic--------+
Extremely uncharacteristic---+ 

I

Neutral- ----+

58

59. r seldom feel that my actions are misunderstood at
work.

60. r become very annoyed when r cannot do a job better
than someone eIse.

6l-. Dull-witted, slow employees make me very impatient.
62. coworkers wourd describe me as an even tempered person.

63. I usually show up to work early to prepare things.
64. I am rarely the first person to finish eating at the

tabIe.

I often must rush at the end of the day to finish
accumulated work.

136

65. I often wish I had a different supervisor.

66. r get just as much satisfaction from seeing a friend
succeed as I would from succeeding rnyself,
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Extremely characteristic -------+
Neutral- ----+Moderately uncharacteristic--------+ 

IExtremely uncharacteristic---+ I I

Moderately characteristic------- ---+

12345
67. r do not become annoyed if a driver reacts too sIowly

when a stoplight changes to green.

68. sometimes r get into such heated arguments that r find
myself shouting.

69. f rarely work more than eight hours a day.

70. I frequently find myself rushing, even when there isplenty of time.

71,. I seldom feel frustrated at work.

72. I often compare my work to that of coworkers.

73. r woul-d find it frustrating to have to exprain the same
thing over again to a new employee.

74. f would never hit anyone, even if I was hit first.
75. r rarely find time for hobbies or other recreational

activities.
76. I can usually finish my work on time without rushing.
77. If I could, f would prefer to retire now, rather than

to continue working at rny present job.

78. I prefer a work environment where people cooperate
rather than compete.

79. It does not usually aggravate me to have to wait for
information needed to do my job.

80. If f v/ere to become angry at work, I would remainrrkeyed uprr for the rest of the day.

8i-. Work is a major part of ny life.
82. I feel I must fill every minute of my day at work,

leaving little or no time to relax.
83. I believe I am pair fairly for the work I do.

1_37
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Extremely characteristic
Moderately characteristic------ ----+Neutral- ----+

Moderately uncharacteristic--------+ 
IExtremely uncharacteristic---+ I IL2345

84. If asked, I am sure people would describe me as
competitive.

85- r frequently find myself wishing that oÈher workers
would complete their work more quickly.

86. At work, r avoid heated discussions and disagreements
with coworkers.

87. r often feel the urge to go back to work on a weekend
or holiday.

88. Even when r have an urgent task to complete, r still
take rrbreaksrt from work

89. f often wish for a totally different job.

90. If I played a game, I would rather just "p1ay for fun,rl
rather than enter a tournament.

91. rt does not bother me to have to repeat myself several
times in order to be understood

92. At work, annoying people sometimes rtmake ny blood
boil. tt

93. During my leisure time, I rarely think about my job.

94. f work best under pressure.

95. I feel that ny job is quite satisfying.
96. In sports, âs in life, the only thing t,hat matters to

me is winning.

138
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r___-r___ I Eaç1yArrlved: oHov/ nanvml-nut,es-

Çl_qþ+f ,F4ting. of motçr activityJ.evgJ_ dUrl-nq - inçervaLL---2 ---5 ---4 ---5ïf;5ðti,'" X8€Y""
Jaq,qUqçJqq tense, teethcJ-encned I
checkinq. or updatinctappol-nfment- þook ? -
M'*åBT*At$9.ff?ject' risitins'

_ . Waitinq Behavior ChecklistLateo ?åF"5ð"=535"å='ipBË3"Ehg"tlf;33ld

*tAEåÐTrf?=t or Pressins down

Facial grimace with effort?
APBf;Îl8 #ål{#Ðçomfortabre
Checks time?
opf;åE"Plå15?"=" to set work

Making notes?
waÇg_qf_-fqldç paper beforedr_scardl-ng /

DuringrMinuter#

TosFes father than places
oþl ecE.s l_n garþagè i

Eats food while waiting?
Looking through magazines?
L"e[tÊg"5ÞE?"eh psycholosy

Reads cartoons on the waIl?
Pacing around or across room?
Turns on/off or tunes radio?
Ta1ks out l-oud to self?
Leaves foom. to^look forexper]-menter I
Closes eyes, head back?
Sitting quietly and calrnly?
Listens to radio/tape player?
Other

Other

Other_

o

o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
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o
o
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o
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o
o
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(rusr )

(PASr)

Aucmented Structured Intervier,,¡

Oriqinal ltems

4. I,Ihen you are under pressure, does it BOTHER
you?

5. Would you describe yourself as a HARD-DRIVING,
AMBIÎIOUS type of person in accomplishing the
things you want, OR would you describe
yourself as a relatively RELAXED and EÀSy-
GOING person?

5a. Would your PARTNER (or closest friend)
describe you as HARD-DRIVING and AMBITIOUS or
as RELAXED and EASY-GOTNG?

5b. Have they ever asked you to SLOW DOI^IN (speed
up) ?

6a. Inlhen you DO get angry, do people around you
KNOW?

6b. How do you SHOW your anger?

6c. Do you ever Pound on your desk? Slam a door?

Augmented Structured fnterview

(PASr)

(PAsr )

(Ar /osr )

(Ar/osr)

(Ar/osr )

(PASr )

L40

ö.

Õcl .

8b.

1,2.(rusr )

THROW things?

Do you take work HOME with you?

How often?

Do you really DO it?

(AI/OSI) l-2a. Do you MUTTER and COMPLAIN to yourself? Do you
HONK your horn? FLASH your lights?

(Ar/osr) ]-zb. Does anyone RTDTNG with you know that you are
ANNOYED?

Irlhen you are in your AUTOMOBILE, and there is
a car in your lane going FAR TOO SLOWLY for
yoü, what do you DO about it,?

(rusr )

(AIIOSI) 14a. ff you were kept waiting, do you RESENT it?
(ÀI/OSr) l-4b. Would you SAY anything about it? What?

L4. If you make a DATE with someone for, oh, two
orclock in the afternoon, would you BE THERE
on TTME?
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(TUSI) 15.

L5a.

15b.

(rusr) 16.

ff you see someone doing a job rather SLOWLY
and you KNOW that you could do it FASTER and
BETTER yourself, does it make you RESTLESS to
watch?

Would you be ternpted to STEP IN and do it
YOTIRSELF?

Have you ever DONE that?

Do you OFTEN do two things at the SAME TIME --like READING while watching TV, SHAVING while
taking a shower, I^IRITING or READING while
talking on the telephone, putting on rnake-up
while driving?

Do you EAT rapidly? WALK rapidly? After yourve
FINISHED eating, do you like to sit around the
tale and CHAT t er do you like to cET Up and
GET GOING?

Augmented Structured Interview

(TUSÏ) 1e.

(TUSr) 20 . Vühen you go out in the evening to a
RESRTAURANT and find eight or ten people
I^IAITING AHEAD OF YOU for a table, will you
wait?

(rusr)

L41.

20a.

20b.

21-.

2La.

zLb.

22.

Ho$t LONG will you wait?

What will you DO while you are waiting?

How do you feel about waiting in LINES -- BANK
lines, SUPERMARKET lines, POST OFFICE lines?

How LONG will you wait?

What will you Do v¡hile you are waiting?

I,Ihen you are in a TICKET LINE for a show you
realIy want to SEE, how do you feel if someonejust CUTS fN in front of you?

Would you do anything about it,? Vthat?

Do you always feel anxious to cET GOING and
FINISH whatever you have to do?

Do you have the feeling that tirne is passing
too RAPIDLY for you to accomplish ALL THE
THINGS that you THINK you SHOULD get done in
one day?

( rusr )

(rusr )

(rusr )

22a.

23.

24.
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(TUSI) 2s.

(rusr ) 1 .

(AT/osr) 2.

(rusr) 3.

(TUSI ) 4 .

(rusr ) s .

(Ar/osr) 6.

(PASI) 7.

(rusr) 8.

Do you HURRY in doing most things?

Augrmenting Ïtems

Augmented Structured Intervrew

Without tooking at your watch, what tine would
you say it is right now?

What kinds of things make you angry at
vourself?

Do you tend to start most tasks with a
deadline to finish in mind?

Are your deadlines usually short, and do you
Iike 1o get things done quickly?

Is it, irnportant that you get the assigned
amount of work done by quitting ti_me?

DO you sv/ear when youtre angry?

Have you accornplished things in more different
areas than most people?

When you take a vacation, do you plan ahead
how each day will be spent and stick to that
schedule or would you say you t'pÌay it, by
ear? rl

(Ar/osr) e.

r42

(Af / osr ) 1_o .

(Arlosr) 11.

(Arlosr) L2.

(TUSÏ) 13.

(TUST ) 14 .

Do you like Prime Minister Mulroney?
lrlhat do you think of John Turner (Jean
Chrétien) ?
Ed Broadbent (Audrey MacGlogh1an) ?
CHALLENGE ITEM (e.9. Why do you say

When you get angry, do you stay
long?

Does it

How do you ttget overrr being angry?

Do you jot notes to yourself?

In your estimation how many minutes do you
think this interview has takenr so far?

take a lot to get you angry?

that? )

angry very
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(Ar/osr) 15. can you think of a specific incident when you
hrere so angry or furious that you felt as ifyour insides rt/ere boiling?
What caused you to become so upset?
SECOND CHALLENGE ITEM t e.g. t "Why did that
upset you so much?rf or rrDo you rea11y think
that what he/she/they did was all that bad?'r

(TUSI) 16. Do you feel- like you have a 1ot of 'rirons in
the fire?tr

(PASI) A7. How many hours a day do you work?

(PASI) 18. How many days a week do you work?

(PASI) 19. What do you do for recreation? (queryt ê.g.t
if fishing determine if usually asleep on
the river bank versus vigorously searching and
throwing of pIugs, etc. )

Augrmented Structured Interview
]-43
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l- Ir7hen dríving around town, r wait until the last minuteto Ieave, and therefore must move with haste to avoid
beingr late.

_I open things quickly and forcefully, sometimes ripping
boxes or letters open rather than easing things ope.rç orcutting them open gently with an opener.

r have the sense that r am falling behind or that things
are gaining on me.

f speed up and brake when driving.
When other people talk and do not come to the point, Itry to direct the conversation toward the central issue

4

5

TUPA Scale

or otherwise keep things on track.
I anticipate a green light by watching
light for the opposing traffic.
lrlhen picking something out of a
quickly.

I look ahead at stoplights and try to Èime them so I
\¡/on I t have to come to a complete stop

If I drop something, I attempt to grab it before it
the ground, even resorting to using my foot for
purpose on occasions.

I chew gum or food vigorously.1-0

t- l_

]-44

I experience a surge of anxiety or other energy if Irearize that a needed object is lost. r begin a- search
for it, imrnediately thinking that this loss has set me
behind on my schedule.

L2 r will run a red light, especially if it has just turned
red.

l-3 I eat on schedule and when hungry, but rarely forpleasure or social reasons.

container, I dig for it

1,4

1_5

for the yellow

My eyes are more wide open than most peoplets.

fn traffic, I change lanes rather than stay in a slow
one.

L6 r am demanding or hard on machinery, mechanical- items,or vehicles.

hits
this
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l7 f can g'et ready faster than most people.

Once they are set, T f ind it. dif f icult to aband.on
activities or plans

I walk into the street a Iittle earÌy, before the light
has changed.

1_8

L9

20 I,Ihen moving about with a group, I go first and lead the
wây, rather than stand around wait,ing for someone else
to go first or figure out when to move.

2L r feel stressed over tirne even when there is no reason,

TUPA Scale

and regardless of circumstances.

22 I will walk on a rDonrt Walkt
traffic is near.

23 I find that automated doors open too slowIy, and that I
must slow down a step to avoid running into them.

24 When I have 5 minutes free, I stay busy doing something,
even if I know that task may take l-O minutes or more.

25 T do more than one thing at a time.

26 f have more than one iron in the fire at a time.

27 If I have spare time between activities, I atternpt tormake some progressr on another project.
28 People close to me have told me to slow down.

29 I think about upcoming events.

30 I drive a little above the speed linit but not fast
enough to be stopped for speeding.

3l- f wiÌl interrupt activities to take care of something
small which has cropped up (i.e. something not requiring
much time) r so I wonrt have to remember to take care of
it later.

L45

traffic signal if no

32 My speech is logical and my points are well
33 I feel surges of energy when performing

grooming activities such as drying hair,
out of the closet t ot buttoning a shirt.
I prepare for activities ahead of timer so
time or have to go back and get something I

34

supported.

household or
taking shoes

I wonrt waste
forgot.
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35 I like to make quick departures from stop signs.
36 r. keep ny teeth pressed together, without grinding butwith ny jaw muscl-es tense.

37 The onry times r feel really comfortable when moving
slowly is v¡hen I am sick.

38 r ease through yellow lights or edge forward when
waiting for a green light.

39 r speed up when two lanes of traffic converge, assuming
that the peopre in the other l-anes will either srow down
or maintain the same speed.

40 r screw Lids on containers, such as jars or toothpaste
tubes, tighter than most people.

4L I like to be sure to take the shortest, quickest, orotherwise most efficient route on both short and long
trips

42 When planning something (a vacation or my working day),I leave 1ittle time for unstructured activity.
43 when turning left and faced with oncoming traffic, r

edge out i-nto the street so r wilt be able to complete
the turn on the yellow light

44 when r have spare time, r use the occasion to pran or
think about a task.

TUPA Scale
L46

45 I have an organized, well-planned day.

46 r seem to anticipate that certain jobs wirr take less
time than they actually wind up taking.

47 lrlhen driving, r coast instead of braking when possible.
As a result, T may get close to the car in front of me.

48 r plan social activities with a fairly precise beginning
and/or stopping time.

49 r keep frequently used objects ín the same familiar
place.

50 ï am careful to run errands in an orderly sequence so r
can do them in a minimum amount of time.
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5l- I experience a surge of energy at the beginning of a
work task.

52 f keep unexpected contacts with people to a minimum so
as not to get too far behind my schedule.

While drivì-ng, I gather up in ad.vance the iterns I amgoing to need for my destination even before I stop the
car.

53

54 When f must sít stiII, I handle an object (like apencil), produce finger movements, move ny teethr or
otherwise do not keep completely stil1.
I write fast and/or press down heavily.
f shut or slam doors and/or drawers more vigorously than
most people.

I work on somethj-ng up untit the last minute, allowingjust enough tirne to get to the next place I am headed.

I make a facial grímace when I am exerting myself.

I carry.more things at one time than can be managed so f
can avoid making an extra trip.
ff I forget to do something, I immediately do it on
remembering, even though there is no real urgency to do
it thern.

A person who rambles when they talk make me want to
coach or otherwise structure their way of talking.
I hate to keep anyone waiting, even for S minutes.

ft is difficult for me to sit down to a long meal.

It is difficult for me to sit around and talk after
finishing a meal

TUPA Scale

55

56

57

58

59

60

6L

r47

62

63

64

65 r push elevator buttons several times rather than only
once.

66 I want the meetings I attend to fo1Ìow the agenda.

67 f dial phone numbers rapidly
68 r hate to make a mistake diaring a phone number and have

to start all over again.
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69 I place deadlines on others as weII as rnyself.
70 I go without a watch

7L I check my watch

72 My free time is spent in planned or organized activity.
73 r rike to spend time in meditative or reflective

activities such as introspective thinking, prayer t yogdt
or taking long walks rather than goal-orienLed-tasks. -

74 My speech is orderly and precise.

75 I like to get things done, rather than put them off.
7 6 My tone of voice could be termed I forcefulr orrdramatic. I

TUPA Scale

77 r engage in discussions about Inon-doing' activities
such as art, literature, music or other esthetic
subj ects

I like to sit without having something to do.

r remove keys or other objects from my pocket before rreach the door; therefore, I do not have to stand infront of the door and look for the key.

My tone of voice varies during a conversation.

tö

79

80

SL It bothers me to have to wait for
if it is somebody who works for me
supervisory authority.

L4e

82 Peop1e say that f am a very busy person, one of the
busj-est that they have ever known.

83 r change my route of travel on streets dependíng onwhether f hit a red Iight. (i.e. ff I come to a redlight and r can turn right and go a d.ifferent routeinstead of waiting through the red 1ight, I wil1.)
84 I go up stairs two at a time.

85 r get angry, because r feer that nothing gets done at
work until I get there and take control.

people, particularly
or over whom I have
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t49
TUPÀ Scale

86 r.get angry with drivers who sit at the red light in theright-hand lane when r an behind them and want to turnriqht on the red light.
87 r get irritated with drivers ahead of me, in the left-

hand lane, who drive slower than I do.

88 r get irritated with people who don't do what r want
immediately when I ask.

89 I get angry with myself

90 I get angry when items
be.

91, f cannot stand constant interruptions.
92 I f ind that whil-e doing one physj_cal activity (e.g.painting, etc. ) that my mind is concerned with L or moreother projects that I have under way.

93 r would rather do something rnyserf than wait for someone
else to do it,. The other party is never fast enough for
me.

94 I get bored with mundane things.
95 I like crises.

96 f like being needed and in demand.

97 f enjoy an extremely fulI day.

98 If I have an appointment, I will
can try to do just one more thing
that appointrnent.

when I make mistakes.

are not where I expect them to

99 r catch myself estirnating the number of minutes it willtake me to get to my appointment so r can leave at thelast minute and stil-I be on time

l-00 r schedule activities as close as possible to both sides
of an appointment in order not to waste time.

l-01- During on.e appointment, r am already thinking about mynext appointment.

Loz r make sure the other person knows that r have anappointment; thereby moving our meeting along morefcrisply.t

watch the clock so I
before itts tine for
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l-03 r make notes or think of other things to do while
attending meetings.

LoA r foIlow a very structured schedure when getting readyin the mornings. rf this schedule varies in the Line iLtakes, it throws me off.
L05 when stopping at a 4-way stop sign with cars ahead ofrê, I watch cars as they take their turns leaving the

stop sign and have figured out before my turn comes,
which car f will follow into the intersection.

1-06 rn meetings, r watch the agenda very c1ose1y. rf iterns
on the agenda does not stay close to their scheduled
times, I get worried and T find myself thinking of ways
I can help us to get back on schedule.

ro7 My desk is cruttered because r wilr work on several
things at the same time.

108 r wake up during the night, thinking of something r need
to do the next day.

1-09 I keep a pad of paper handy, so f can write down ideas
or plans that come to me, even during the night.

1l-o r become inpatient with people who operate at a srowerpace or less structured manner.

111- r work out a daily schedule of events and become
frustrated when someone talks to me too long and causes
me to get off schedule.

LL2 I become frustrated when someone is talking or
explaining an event and they go into such detail that it
takes, in rny estimation, âD excessive amount of time.

l- l- 3 f am structured, energetic, and something of aperfectionist. r tend to berieve that others could. and
should be sirnil-ar

L74 Before going to bed, r plan and/or lay out the clothes
that I want to wear the next day.

1-15 rt worries me when other people on the same job do notpull their share of the work.

1'1'6 r get frustrated when felLow workers want to tvisitr orcasually talk with me while on the job.

1,1,7 I rush when shopping.

TUPA Sca1e
150
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L18 I do not
proj ect.

L1-9 I do not

LzO I do not

L21, I tend to

L22 I wad or
can.

like to be interrupted when working on any

like company who has not been invited.
like to travel a long distance.

go to bed at the same time every night.
fold up paper that I am putting in the trash

TUP.A, Scale

L23 I I toss I waste paper rather than gently placing it
inside the trash can.

L24 rf a meeting continues past the time it was scheduled to
end, I go ahead and leave at the scheduled time.

L25 When the plans I make for the day do not go smoothly, I
start changing them.

L26 I find rnyself competing with fellow workers.

L27 r wil-] skip lunch so r can do some work during the runch
hour.

1'28 r do not like it when conf erences or rneetings are
interrupted.

r2g r become irnpatient in restaurants when the person
serving is slower than I think they should be.

l-30 !{hen I arrive early for a meeting, I get inpatient
waÍting for the rneeting to start.

l-31- I look at my watch on the v/ay to work, checking at
specific locations or places to be sure I wiII noL be
1ate.

L51

732 r will- interrupt a personar conversation to take a
business- related phone cal1.

1-33 f make a special effort to be the first at
day.

v¡ork each
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1,34 I work more than 8 hours per day.

135 I work more than 5 days per week.

136 I enjoy compet,itive recreational activities.
t37 I find it. difficult to sit sti1l and do nothing.

TUPA Scale
L52



A¡ptnatx Ê

INSTRUCTION-S : On the pages thal follciv. -vou ivili fìnd ¿¡ series oi'
rabing scales lhat' you can use to describe horv -vou ,s" und perceive Tli\11-. There
are seven (7) different raLing scales and each one deals rvith a ciifierent orp*., oiTIME. An-example of one of these scales appears on Lhe next page- Rele,- to ir asyou read the instruclions below.

You will nolice fhaL ab the lop, there is a label. This label describes the
aspect of time thq_t the rating scale covers. In the example, this aspect is
AWARENESS OF TIME. Below Lhe label, there is a definiiron. This deñ¡iirio¡r
describes what is meanb by the label in some detail. In this case, Lhe dehnition of
AWARENESS OF TIME is

"The extent to which an individual is aware of the exact time of da-v,
regardless of the environment or circumstances. The exbenf bo rvhich
a person is aware of importan[ dates such as birthdays, tesls, ebc."

Below this defrnibion, you wiII find lhe actual rating scale. As -vou knorv
from other rating scales that you have used, your task is to-use ¿ha¿ raling scale
to describe something. In this case, you are to use the rating scale to d.escribe horv
aware you are of time. In other words, you wiil use the .a1i.rg scale rc tell us if
you are very aware of time, only moderately arvare of time, or cãmpletel.r, r1na.,7¿¡s
of time. You will do this by choosing one of the seven numbers inut ãppuars on
the vertical scale. The higher the number, the more arvare of lime yoù are: the
lower fhe number, the less aware of time you are.

You will notice some statemenfs on the right side of the scale. 'fhese
slabements are to help you define what is HIGH, AVERAGE, or LOW Arvareness
of Time- A perscn v"ho is very aware of time would be one who glances at his or
her watch frequenlly during the day. This person rvouid also likãly Lo keep track
of time by estimating, every so often, how much time has p..r.d. If this is the
level of awareriess of time tha[ you would use to describe yoúrself, you rvould rate
yourself as a "7" or perhaps a "6" on bhe scale. In contrast, peopie who are not
very aware of ¿ime would be forgetful about times and dates. TheV would not look
aL a watth or clock very much. If that describes your level of awareness of time
you would rate yourself as a " 1" or perhaps a "2."

The statements on the right hand side of each scale are arranged so thal
the statements that_represent high amounts of the trait or orientaLìon appear
Loward the top of the page and those examples suggesting a low amounL or
orienlation appear t¡ward the bottom of the page. These exãmples are Lhere fo
give you an idea of whaf HIGH, AVERAGE, and LOW mean in terms of the each
rating scale. They are just like a temperature marks on a thermometer. They help
you fo inberpret whaf the scale means.

You will rabe yourself on each of the seven scales by simply circling the
number t,hat best represents your orientation toward lhe aspeci of tinle Éei.,g
describe-d._Simply circle one of bhe seven numbers on eactr page to describã
yourself. Consider the dehnibion and the behavioral examples in nraking the
decision as to whab number Lo circle- on the sarnple page (next page), you ruili secthal bhe person who completed this rating scale circled the à"*¡ei "2." This
person was felling us thaL he or she was not very aware of lime.

Make sure that vou circle one number on cach ratinrr sc¿rle.

Section I

tt3
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PLE

The extent to which an individual is aware of the exact time of day,
regardless of the environment or circumstances. The extent to which
a person is aware of important dates such as birthdays, tests, etc.

Awareness of Time

High

S

P

rs+

Average

I glance at my watch frequently during the
day.

Even when I can't look at a watch or clock, I

know approximately what time it is.

L

E

Low

I often lose track of time when I am engaged
in an activity.

Sometimes I remember the birthday of a
close friend or relative a day or two after
it has passed.

I must often be reminded of important dates.
I seldom look at my watch or a clock.

Occasionally, I forget what day of the week
it is.

(set 1)
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The extent to which an individual is aware of the exact time of day,
regardless of the environment or circumstances. The extent to which
a person is aware of important dates such as birthdays, tests, etc.

1. Awareness of Time

High

Average

I glance at my watch
day.

Even when I can't look
know approximately

r5s

frequently during the

at a watch or clock
what time it is.

Low

I often lose track of time when I am engaged
in an activity.

Sometimes I remember the birthday of a
close friend or relative a day or two after
it has passed.

I must often be reminded of important dates.
I seldom look at my watch or a clock.

Occasionally, I forget what day of the week
it is.
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The extent to which an individual exhibits rushed speech patterns.

Such patterns include talking fast, interrupting others and

finishing the sentences of others.

2. Speech Patterns

High

r56

Average

I will finish a sentence or supply a word to

a person if I feel that they can't seem to

find the right words
I find that I adjust the speed of my speech

to match the speed of those with whom

I am talking.

Low

I listen patiently to others until they are
finished talking.

I never interrupt someone who is
speaking.

I never interrupt or rush others when they
are speaking.

I welcome interruptions.
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The extent to which an individual schedules activities
to that schedule. The schedule n'right !nclude leisure,
and/or work activities. This also ìncludes the extent
individual apportions time lor particular activities.

3. Scheduling

High

and keeps
personal,
to which an

IS7

Average

allor,v a specific amount of time for each
activity that I engage in.

I like to schedule activities and appointments
but I am not overly upset if the schedules
must change.

Although I often have a rough plan for each
day, I do not mind abandoning the plan if
necessary.

My schedule is flexible enough so that it
allows for unforseen events.

Low

I often make plans on the spur of the moment
rather than in advance.

I do not have a daily schedule.
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The extent to which a person can be characterized as being in
constant motion, even when "resting.'

4. Nervous Energy

High

lss

Average

I become irritable when I sit for several
hours without doing something.

I tend to pace when I talk or think.
I chew gum frequently and quickly.
I often look around at others when I am

bored.

Low

can sit comfortably for
a time.

several hours at
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The extent to which
saving time through

5. List Making

a person engages in actions directed toward
more efficient planning or action.

High

tsq

Average

V/hen I am preparing for a trip, I make a list
of things to do or things to bring.

lf I get bogged down, I make a 'things to do'
líst.

Most of my lists are mental rather than
written down.

Low

I find lists of *things to do' limiting on my
behavior.

avoid making lists
possible.

to the extent
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6. Eating Behavior

The extent to which time plays a role in the manner by which
individuals plan or eat various meals.

High

Average

l6()

am often the first person
at the table.

finished eating

I converse with others while eating.

I always feel satisfied after a meal.

Low

I tend to cut my food into small pieces.

I eat in a slow and relaxed manner.
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The extent to which an individual creates or appears to be
controlled by external deadlines.

7. Deadline Control

High

Average

l6t

I pay bills as soon as I get them.

lf I am not given a deadline for a particular
activity, I set my own.

I am always preparing for some event.

I concentrate on one deadline at a time.

I set deadlines for myself only when they
are necessary.

I prefer to concentrate on the quality of my
accomplishments rather than if they are
done on time or by a deadline.

I seldom set deadlines for myself.

I often request extensions on deadlines and
assignments.

Low



Appendix F

Time Orientation Scale Likert-Type Section

f am slow doing things.
I often feel very pressed for time.
My spouse or friend totd me that f eat too fast.
I like work that is slow and deliberate.
f go rrall- out.rl

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1l_

his

I have a strong need to excel in most things.
compared to the averag:e employee in my company, in senseof responsibility, r am much l-ess resþonsiËfe.-

I talk more rapidly than most people.

f eat rapidly, even when there is plenty of time.
f an bossy or dominating.

when r listen to someone talking and this person takestoo long to come to the point, r actuarly i'put words in
mouth. rl

t2 I am usually pressed for tirne.

13 f am more restly and fidgety than most people.

L4 I never feeL in a rush, even under pressure.

i-5 f eat more slow1y than most. people.

1,6 I am hard driving.
L7 r find myself hurrying to get places even when there isplenty of time.

18 I usually speak louder than most people

L9 I often work slowly and leisurely.
20 r set deadlines or quotas for myself at work and. otherthings.
2l f prefer to linger over a meal and enjoy it.
22 I am hard driving and competitive.
23 People that know ne werl agree that r tend to do most

L62



Appendix F

Time Orientation Scale Likert-Type Section

things in a hurry.

I only care about satísfyingr myself, no matter whatothers think.
I am ambitious.

My spouse or close friend would rate me as definitery
rel-axed or easy going.

I usually work fast.
f eat too quickly.

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

f am a s1ow, deliberate talker.
Nowadays, f consider myself to be
easy going.

3L I often try to persuade others

32 f am often in a hurry.
33 I ordinarily work quickly and

L63

definitely relaxed and

to my point of view.

energetically.



Àppendix G

I.IOL Scale

f am easily awakened by noise.l_

2 !.Ihen itts time to make a major decision l-ike purchasing ahouse or car I usually make-that decision.
when itts time to make a major decision about moving rusually make that decision.
My daily life is fuII of things that are interesting.
I enjoy detective or mystery stories.
I work under a great deal of tension.
when itrs time to disciprine the children r make thatdecision.
No one seems to understand me.

!,Ihen itts tirne to decide about social events with friendsor farnily I usually make that decision.
I like to be bossy.

At time f feel like swearing.
I like to get in the last word.
I find it hard to keep my mind on a task.
At times f feel like smashing things.
I like to know the detaiLs about other peoplers phoneconversations.
f do not always teII the truth.
r like to have rules or structure for handring most orall situations.
r like to monitor other_people to make sure things aregoing the way they shoulä bè.
I like to make sure everything goes according to plan.
I am a good mixer
I like to lead conversatj_ons or group discussions.
I am liked by most people.
f get angry sometimes.

I may be inclined to i-nterrupt people if they are notresponding in the way they shouia be.
I think most people would lie to get ahead.

3

4

F

6

7

8

9

10

l- l_

72

L3

L4

15

l_6

L7

18

l-9

20

21,

22

23

24

25

L64



Appendix G

26 I am lacking in self-confidence.
27 f am an important person.

28 I have a tendency to manipulate, maneuver or controlother people.

29 r am a good leader but not particularry a good forlower.
30 f like to give directions about driving or otheractivities.
31 I am happy most of the tine.
32 I aT a.pers-on who, when going out for an evening, Iikesto decide where to eat, what-movie to attend, et.c.
33 My hardest battles are with rnyself .

34 I seem to be about as capable and smart as most others
around me.

35 I tend to overstructure spontaneous time such asvacation, and turn them iñto controlled events.

lrlOl, Sca1e

36

37

f feel useless at times.
f have ideas about controlling other things with thechildren and other people sucñ as how mucñ food they
shoul-d leave on their pIate, etc.
I am seen by relatives as being a dominant member of our
extended family
r am the one who usually decides which television channelto watch.

38

39

165

40 I am the one who usually controls the thermostat in the
house.

4I Criticism or scolding hurts me terribly.
42 I would rather win than lose in a game.

43 I do not always teII the truth.



Appendix H

This completes your participation in this study. Whatforlows is a brief explanation of the purpose of this study.

_ For Eany years researchers have been trying to
understand why so many busy, hard working, añd successfulpeople develop coronary heart disease. A pattern of behavior
known as ttType A Behavior Patternrr has beèn found to be apossi-bre contributor to the deveropment of this disease. Theresults of long teçm studies have þroduced conflicting
results. Some studies have supportèd the link between-thispattern of behavior and heart disease and others have failedto find evidence for this relationship. In recent years,
there has been a great deal of researòh done to tri and-identify wÞe! aspects of this complex behavior patLern maybe responsibre for the increased risk of heart âisease. Môstof the attention has been focussed on the hostility aspectof the Type A pattern. Some suspect that a characteristic
known as tttime urgencyrt may aÌsõ be important.

Until recently there did not exist any adequate
measures of time urgency. At this time a number-of new
measures have been developed but until now there l.ras littteinformation about what thèse tests really measure. It wasnot known whether or not these tests measured the samecharacteristics. This study is the first to administer themall to the same group of pãople and evaluate what theyrea1ly measure

Your participation in.this study wil-I Þ"-fp m?Fe itpossible tõ speci-fy what trme urgency :.s and. h-ow it ought tobe measured. Since these measures are unproven and notñingj-s known about the relationship between wnat they measure
and heaÌth, the results themse-lves have Iittle iñmediateapplication except as a means of understanding the
reLationships amongi the various tests. It wil1 remain forfuture research to discover.what if any relationships mightexist between measures of time urgency and heart dièease.

Debriefing Script l_66

Thank you for your help and good luck with your
studies. If-you havê any qu-estioné or concerns, þIease makesure to speak to the experiementer before you 1eãve.

Please DO NOT DISCUSS this experiment with otherstudents unt@as been^completed late in j_990.
This is irnportant so thaL other participants will not bej-nfluencça þy the experience of others. Thank you for your
cooperation !

Lawrence B. Erdile
Principal Researcher
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